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ABSTRACT
The explosion of computer applications into the world of 
manufacturing along functional lines has produced the often 
mentioned "islands of automation." Although many issues and 
problems are involved in interfacing and integrating the 
databases that serve these applications, we can extract 
valuable data from these independent systems to provide 
important information to decision makers. This research 
resulted in the development of MIMIR (Multiple Integrated 
Manufacturing Information Resources), a decision support 
system based upon the blackboard architecture. The 
blackboard architecture extends the common expert system 
design to include multiple expert systems, termed Knowledge 
Sources (KS's), which combine to solve problems too diverse 
or complex for conventional expert systems. Extending the 
architecture, MIMIR uniquely adds Data Sources (DS's) to the 
conventional KS's for problem decomposition and solution.
Developed in Common LISP and CLOS, MIMIR can answer basic 
questions about the data in the remote databases and generate 
multiple queries for more complex questions. Seven 
partitions in MIMIR1s blackboard allow KS's and DS's to focus 
on specific levels of the problem decomposition. MIMIR 
relies on an intelligent interface to translate an internal
vii
LISP-based SQL-like query into a valid SQL query string. 
This query is then be submitted to an external relational 
database and results are returned to the blackboard 
environment. While MIMIR is currently limited to
SQL-accessible relational databases, the architecture can be 
extended to support interfaces to other data formats.
viii
CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
Norse mythology tells of a great giant who guarded the well 
in which knowledge and wisdom were hidden. It was the tangle 
of roots from the great ash tree that covered the land that 
hid the well. The giant drank of its wisdom daily and was 
considered the wisest of all beings. Just as the well of 
knowledge and wisdom was hidden under the mass of roots of a 
great tree, the multitude of sources for data and information 
in a manufacturing information system can hide a wealth of 
real-time information. Even an integrated system of 
databases and data sources can complicate the task of 
managing a manufacturing enterprise by providing decision 
makers with an overwhelming amount of data. A method of 
combining these data sources into a cohesive system that 
supports the data requirements of management would allow the 
information "hidden" in the roots of the computer data 
sources to benefit decision makers.
1.1 General Overview
Exacerbating the problem of managing complex manufacturing 
enterprises is the increased competition from companies 
outside the U.S. The emergence of the European Economic 
Community and the capability of the developing western 
Pacific nations to produce high technology products that more 
than compete with U.S. products has forced a new emphasis on
2
the competitiveness in American manufacturing. Off-shore 
labor rates and benevolent governments sponsoring research 
and questionable "free trade" policies, force American 
companies to compete on an uneven field. Also, it can no 
longer be assumed that the United States leads the world in 
manufacturing technology or management. Progressive
production philosophies, such as Just-in-Time manufacturing, 
have been pioneered overseas. As national literacy drops, 
foreign leaders question the enthusiasm of American workers 
and management. To compete with the nations of the EEC and 
Pacific rim, American manufacturing companies must adopt more 
efficient production and management methods. At the same 
time, companies need to improve and innovate their products 
and procedures to keep pace with their international 
competitors.
As a response to the increased competition, companies have 
computerized or automated many production and management 
functions. In many industries however, this automation has 
served only to optimize tasks locally. In many cases, 
expensive automation was implemented without input from 
workers and thorough analysis of the job requirements. 
Applications such as Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer 
Aided Manufacturing (CAM) have greatly reduced operation 
times in the individual departments, while improving the 
quality of work. Yet, incorporating applications such as CAD
3
and CAM into a facility does not automate the complete 
product conception to delivery and field support of a product 
for a satisfied customer. Although each application may 
improve productivity in a department, each department is 
still functioning autonomously.
As these computer applications are developed to facilitate 
different enterprise functions, manufacturing data and 
programmed procedures are merged to form the individual 
system. Data needed for, or developed by, the application 
are understandably stored in a format that benefits the 
application's processing or storage requirements. However, 
data stored in a particular format may not be directly 
useable to another application. This data format
incompatibility and proprietary computer communications 
systems are key hindrances to interfacing and integrating 
many of these computer-assisted manufacturing functions.
The impetus for this research came from the global decision 
support system project LSU, IBM and Martin Marietta jointly 
addressed to support the fabrication of the Space Shuttle 
External Tank. As a long-duration manufacturing project 
comprising thousands of high tolerance machining, assembly, 
and welding steps per tank occurring often in parallel, 
strong coordination between shop floor progress and 
scheduling is required to avoid excessive delays. Two main
4
focus areas were developed; real-time data collection and 
decision support through database and real-time data 
integration. The computer software architecture explored for 
this task, the blackboard architecture, provides the 
framework for interfacing and integrating diverse data 
sources such as those found in conventional manufacturing 
companies.
1.2 Dissertation Focus
This dissertation describes the development of a unique 
software system that integrates databases from different 
areas of an enterprise to assist decision makers in the task 
of daily management of the operation. This system is named 
MIMIR, for Multiple Integrated Manufacturing Information 
Resources. In integrating these databases, MIMIR will not 
require modifying the data or changing the data structures. 
MIMIR allows one to simply access the databases and extract 
the necessary data. The unique aspects of the MIMIR system 
are its;
• integration of databases into the blackboard
architecture as peers with the typical Knowledge
Sources,
• inclusion of a LISP-based SQL (structured query
language) interface through which data sources can 
access the remote databases and,
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• querying of multiple databases during the data 
acquisition and presentation process.
The ultimate goal of this unique system is to aid the 
decision process by providing data and information to 
decision makers in a more timely manner.
CHAPTER 2 - BACKGROUND
In developing a decision support system that accesses 
information and data from external databases, it is important 
to maintain knowledge about these databases. To store this 
knowledge the expert system technology is employed. Before 
discussing the blackboard architecture, we present an 
overview of expert systems and database integration.
2.1 Expert Systems
Expert systems (ES), like database systems, are systems 
designed for storing information. In an expert system, 
however, the information is better termed "knowledge." This 
knowledge is applied through inferencing to generate new 
information about a problem or situation posed to the expert 
system. In other words, an ES acts like a human expert, 
taking information surrounding him or her and using this 
information with his or her experience to solve a problem or 
recognizing a system state. Charniak and McDermott (1985) 
define a specific class of expert system, production systems, 
which our system will consider primarily.
A production system is composed of three main parts: a
production memory or knowledge base (static), a working 
memory (dynamic), and a rule interpreter or inference engine.
6
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The following sections briefly describe each of these 
components.
2.1.1 Knowledge Base
A knowledge base is simply the file or part of the ES program 
in which knowledge of the problem domain is stored. There 
are several ways to store knowledge; for example, production 
systems use rules. A rule is simply a condition-action pair, 
where the condition (IF part) is expressed as a set of facts 
that, if true, imply the action (THEN part).
Production rules are interpreted separately and do not 
directly call any other rules. Because of this fundamental 
trait, knowledge bases can be modified (within reason) 
without endangering the running of the system. The result is 
that as new knowledge is obtained, it can be added to the 
system without degrading its performance. In this regard, a 
knowledge base is similar to a database. One expert system, 
Relixpert, was even written in a database programming 
language, using a relation to store the rules (Merret, 1991).
2.1.2 Inference Engine
The inference engine repeatedly attempts to match rules to 
the working memory to find applicable rules. When rules are 
found that have their conditional side satisfied, the 
inference engine selects the highest ranked rule and "fires"
8
it. This simple inference engine performs forward chaining 
or data-driven inferencing. If the process was reversed and 
rules were considered based upon their actions, the engine 
would perform backwards chaining.
2.1.3 Working Memory
The working memory comprises the data structures that 
represent the current state of the system. In other words, 
it is what the ES has been told or deduced from the problem 
studied.
2.1.4 Knowledge Representation
Knowledge is the key to solving any problem, specifically 
knowledge about the domain in which the problem exists. By 
applying our experience and knowledge, humans can solve many 
problems. And as we solve problems, we learn methods or 
facts that help us to solve similar problems. But, computers 
do not come with knowledge or experience for all or any 
problem domains. If we wish to use computers to solve 
problems, we must answer the question of how to store and 
control knowledge in the computer so that a properly 
presented problem can be evaluated and solved. There are 
several methods of storing knowledge, commonly called 
knowledge representation. The following sections will 
discuss three main methods: production-rules, frames, and 
semantic networks.
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2.2 Integrating Databases and Knowledge Bases
If knowledge base and database theories are so well defined 
and somewhat similar, why not combine the two into one 
system? Although both types of systems provide information 
or answers to questions, they arrive at their solutions in 
different manners. Databases are simple-structure,
large-size data systems, while knowledge bases are 
complex-structure, modest-size information systems (Israel, 
1986).
Databases, therefore, excel in providing the user with a 
filing system for large quantities of data. These data 
directly relate to facts about the environment in which the 
database exists. These facts, in and of themselves, cannot 
imply any generality. In other words, we cannot infer new 
facts from the facts in the database. Knowledge can be added 
to a database (a logical database) by incorporating rules for 
generalization. As an example, one could say that all 
graduate students are also registered students. These types 
of rules must be supplied by external sources. The inclusion 
of these rules allows developers to reduce the storage space 
required to maintain the database. Despite the advantage of 
reducing storage requirements for a logical database, 
relational databases have great power in their designs and 
"they cannot gain the world without losing their soul," by 
ignoring their underlying relational data model (Israel,
10
1986). Adding rules to the relational data model complicates 
the predicate logic upon which the model is based.
Knowledge bases, on the other hand, can benefit from the 
adding of large data sources. Much work has been done on 
integrating PROLOG, a logic programming language, and 
relational databases. Each tuple, or record, in a relation 
is essentially a PROLOG fact. Accompanied by the PROLOG 
knowledge base and inference engine, such a database system 
can draw from all of its data to solve problems or queries. 
This process, however, is not as direct as would seem and is 
not suitable for all applications. In fact, the depth-first 
search and explicit use of rule order of PROLOG complicates 
the relational data model's assumption of unordered tuples.
Lastly, relational databases are abstract data types in that 
they are, or should be, independent of their calling 
applications. Programs make calls into them using a query 
language, but are not involved in direct file manipulation or 
handling. Rules governing the integrity of the database 
should be enforced by a relational database management 
system. Knowledge bases, however, are often not independent 
of their applications. Levesque and Brachman (1986) describe 
a method of isolating knowledge bases and treating them as if 
they were databases. In their method, a query language based 
on first-order logic would be the only method of interacting
11
with a knowledge base. Such a system might allow software 
designers to develop stand-alone systems that interact with 
data and knowledge bases instead of forcing their 
integration. In a sense, this separation of the data and 
knowledge bases is what we seek to provide when we integrate 
the manufacturing data intelligently.
2.3 Decision Support Systems
The notion of using computers to provide managers with 
targeted information to support decision making is not new. 
Sol (1987) traces the goal of decision support systems (DSS) 
from the early 1970's. What began as design a philosophy of 
presenting data to a single decision maker; became, in the 
late 1970's, an integrated approach to combine databases and 
decision models. In the early 1980's, the goal was simply to 
improve managerial effectiveness by making the systems more 
user friendly. Eiben and van Hee (1990) demonstrate how 
extending the breadth of a DSS with knowledge can increase 
the flexibility of decision making. For our purposes, we 
will consider a DSS to be any system that can deliver 
information relevant to the decision area to aid a decision 
maker.
Chang and Lin (1990) present an approach to decision support 
that integrates knowledge bases with a traditional CIM 
(computer integrated manufacturing) integration arrangement.
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They feel that a DSS presented with semi-structured problems 
can benefit from expert information in presenting information 
to decision makers. Their key proposal is to integrate DSS 
and ES systems at all three levels of planning: strategic, 
operational and production.
Barahona and Ribeiro (1990) seek to integrate ES and DSS 
technologies through constraint logic programming (CLP). 
Easier to code than languages such as PROLOG, CLP languages 
also provide better numerical support for mathematically 
intensive solutions. In their prototype, a simple class 
scheduling system is complicated with various constraints 
encoded in an extension of CLP named "CPL(R)."
2.4 The Blackboard Architecture
The blackboard problem-solving framework was developed out of 
research on the HEARSAY-II speech understanding system. In 
this multi-domain problem-solving process, the solution 
generation is incremental and opportunistic, applying 
successive knowledge base calls to build the solution. Nii 
(1989) lists several problem characteristics that make a 
blackboard system (BBS) appropriate:
1. a large solution space,
2. noisy and unreliable data,
3. a variety of input data or the need to integrate diverse 
information,
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4. a need for independent knowledge to cooperate in forming 
a solution,
5. a need to use multiple reasoning methods,
6. a need for multiple line of reasoning, and
7. a need for an evolutionary solution.
These characteristics define problems that are often either 
too large or too ill-structured for conventional ES to 
handle, while the complexity of these problems often 
restricts the use of more conventional programming 
techniques.
One of the important abilities of some BBSs' problem-solving 
process is the ability of the control to change the focus or 
line of reasoning during the actual solving process. 
Hayes-Roth (1985) compares this ability to the adaptability 
of humans in their own problem solving, "the hallmark of 
human intelligence." Another key aspect of the blackboard 
architecture is the concept of abstraction in the problem 
solving process. In either a top-down or bottom-up problem, 
the blackboard is segregated into levels or divisions that 
deal with the problem at one specific level of abstraction.
The structure of a blackboard system can be considered an 
extension to the structure of an expert system. The three 
major components comprising any BBS, the knowledge sources, 
the blackboard, and the control function in a similar form to
14
the knowledge base, working memory and inference engine 
respectively. The following sections will describe each 
component and how it functions in the overall problem solving 
process.
2.4.1 The Blackboard
The blackboard derives its name from the human 
problem-solving tool of a physical blackboard. Conceptually, 
the computer simulates the physical blackboard's function in 
a group problem-solving effort. The physical blackboard 
poses no restriction on the format of the data that 
individuals place upon it. Furthermore, individuals are free 
to revise or modify information placed on the board by 
others. Participants are free to keep submitting changes
until a solution has been reached. In an actual (human) 
problem-solving process, the resulting physical blackboard is 
sometimes far from the hierarchical problem decomposition 
that we desire (Craig, 1989) . The idea is to create a global 
storage structure that is not limited to the native data 
format of individual systems that access the data. To impose 
this global format, or lack thereof, there must be some 
structure to the blackboard. Figure 1, depicting the problem 





Major components of problem
Proposed solutions to individual problems
Individual requirements for problem 
components
Most Concrete
Solutions to problem components
Figure 1. A sample blackboard structure.
Craig (1989) discusses the structure of several major 
blackboard systems. The main objective of the structure is 
the segregation of the blackboard into levels of abstraction. 
This dictates that as problems are posed, they are broken 
into smaller, more concrete problems by the knowledge 
sources. This goal-directed type search should eventually 
produce a set of questions, answerable using data and the
16
knowledge sources. For example, OPM (Hayes-Roth, 1985) uses 
a set of desired locations to visit and plans the best route, 
by decomposing the trip into smaller segments, to maximize 
several criteria. This abstraction can also proceed from 
concrete data that is transformed into a more abstract 
concept. For example, CIM (Cockpit Information Management) 
is a blackboard-based data assimilation system for managing 
the large volume of raw data available to fighter pilots 
(Kaiser, et al., 1989). CIM identifies critical statistics 
or evolving problems, such as approaching aircraft. To add 
complexity, a blackboard system may even have multiple 
blackboards. OPM (Hayes-Roth, 1985) uses a control 
blackboard to plot the strategy for leading the solution 
search.
2.4.2 The Knowledge Sources
The knowledge sources (KS) are essentially expert systems, 
which cover a domain that is of interest to the effort. A KS 
makes contributions to the problem-solving effort by 
interacting with the blackboard. This interaction involves 
the KS first determining when it can contribute and then, 
when allowed to by the control, modifying the blackboard. 
The task of recognizing when the blackboard contains data 
significant to the KS is accomplished by a triggering 
routine.
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The trigger examines the blackboard on a continual basis and 
issues a knowledge source activation record (KSAR) when the 
KS' s preconditions haA/e been met. The control mechanism then 
selects the desired knowledge source from the KSAR list. 
Selection may be based on a predetermined or dynamic 
strategy. For example, in the early stages a problem 
decomposition may be desired, stressing KS's that move from 
abstract to concrete. Yet, at later stages, KS's that supply 
information (facts) may improve performance.
An example of this cycle can be seen in the operation of BB1, 
a domain independent blackboard system shell (Johnson and 
Hayes-Roth, 1989) . The control follows a cycle of three 
steps:
1. Update the KSAR list - add all KS's triggered by the 
previous blackboard modification.
2. Schedule selected KSAR - select the KS to execute.
3. Interpret the KS and modify the appropriate blackboard. 
The control selects a KS by picking the KSAR with the highest 
ranking, which is determined by global status. This KS may 
be concerned with either solving the problem or changing the 
focus of the problem-solving effort.
There are several benefits of segregating the system's 
knowledge into separate knowledge sources. By grouping 
knowledge into domains, the individual expert systems can use
18
the most effective knowledge representation and inferencing 
strategy for their tasks (Johnson and Hayes-Roth, 1989). 
Furthermore, these domains can be matched with specific 
abstraction levels on the blackboard. With such a reduced 
domain, a KS' s trigger need only examine the blackboard area 
of interest. Additionally, each expert system is not reliant 
upon others for its knowledge. In our integration system, we 
can utilize this modular structure to provide KS's to 
maintain knowledge for each .functional area. For example, a 
design KS could maintain the rules for extracting data from 
the CAD database.
2.4.3 HEARSAY-II
The blackboard framework arose from efforts to solve the 
problem of computer recognition and comprehension of human 
speech. As humans, we think little of how we comprehend 
speech, but to empower a computer with these abilities, a 
system must cover much that humans take for granted. Speech 
understanding systems must contain code to cover areas as 
diverse as signal analysis, acoustics, phonetics, phonology, 
syntax, semantics, and pragmatics (Erman and Lesser, 1975). 
Incorporating information and knowledge from all these areas 
into one system could produce an unacceptably complex 
program.
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HEARSAY-II accomplishes the integration of this varied 
knowledge through knowledge segmentation. For each
functional area of speech understanding, a knowledge source 
is used that maintains its knowledge in the most opportune 
representational scheme. To interact with the blackboard, 
each KS works within or between two or more levels in the 
blackboard. These blackboard levels are used to separate the 
data along general lines of abstraction. Figure 2 presents 
the knowledge sources and the levels of the blackboard in 
which they interact. Each knowledge source uses concepts and 
data from the blackboard and either makes hypotheses on 
higher levels or breaks down higher level hypotheses.
2.5 Integrating Manufacturing Databases
By integrating manufacturing databases, we can share data 
between systems that otherwise would have to be recoded. 
This section will detail two existing methods used to share 
data between manufacturing applications.
2.5.1 Integration Methods
Conventional integration methods are based upon one of two 
strategies —  vertical or horizontal integration of 
databases. Vertically integrated applications share data 
directly with other applications through interfacing, while 
horizontal integration relies on a common database with 




























Figure 2. The structure of the Hearsay II blackboard.
data. Scheer (1988) lists five integration methods ranging 
from co-located terminals of different systems to integrated 
applications using a single database. For this discussion, 




In an interfaced database, all applications are essentially 
stand-alone systems maintaining their own databases. To 
achieve a one-to-one integration between systems, all needed 
data links must be established through translation programs. 
For example, CAD data are needed by the CAM system to 
generate tool paths; yet, accounting may not need data from 
the CAM system's cell controllers. Once the links are 
established and the data requirements for each system are 
known, applications can be developed that transform the data 
from the existing format to the desired format. To retrieve 
data from another system, using this approach, a requesting 
system must download the data from the other system's 
database and then translate the data into the new format.
Scheer (1988) details the transformation process required to 
transform CAD data into a CAM system. The first condition is 
that the CAD system represents parts in three dimensions as 
a CAM system is volume-oriented. The geometric data from the 
CAD system must be combined with technological data, possibly 
entered by hand, to create a machine independent part 
description. Once the machine is scheduled, the numerical 
control program is generated from the part description and 
passed to the NC machine.
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Rembold, et al. (1985) list the four following problems with 
establishing and maintaining integrated databases:
1. The system is very complex and requires expertise to 
conceive.
2. It is difficult to control and maintain the remote 
databases.
3. Common data formats and interfaces must be developed, 
along with the communications system.
4. The process of exchanging data must be set up to be 
automatic.
In the more general scheme of data integration, the system of 
multiple isolated databases creating a view of a single large 
database is termed distributed databases. In a distributed 
database environment, users see data tables in which fields 
may actually reside on several networked computers. This 
kind of data interleaving requires a uniform data format 
beyond the level that should be expected for specialized 
manufacturing systems. Any integration method that seeks to 
coalesce data from different data storage formats must 
somehow quickly transform the data between formats. Bourdeau 
(1989) contends that distributed databases are key to CIM 




In a centralized database system, applications use a common 
database to store all of their information. With a common 
database, each application must adhere to the neutral format 
when updating the data. The obstacle of data format 
incompatibility between systems is circumvented by having 
each system translate needed data into the proper format. 
Some advantages of a centralized data base are:
1. Data stored in the database is accessible to all other 
applications.
2. Consistency of data can be maintained with all 
modifications of data being global.
3. The database can be constructed in a multi-user 
environment, allowing multiple access of the data.
4. Security of the system can be centralized (Scheer, 
1988).
However, the benefits of grouping data in one system are not 
without costs. If the entire organization's data are stored 
in one system, even a minor computer problem could affect the 
operation of the facility. Rembold (1985) lists the 
following disadvantages of centralizing the data:
1. The administration of the data and accommodating 
multiple access may be too complex.
2. The access during heavy use periods may be unacceptable.
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3. Creating and maintaining the database may be too 
complex.
4. Much of the information is of no use to other systems 
and can create a system that is too large.
2.5.4 Integrated MRPII
With its complex and multiple data requirements, MRPII 
(manufacturing resources planning) systems are key candidates 
for integration efforts. Smith et al. (1992) present an 
integrated system that combines expert system technology with 
discrete event simulation techniques to produce production 
schedules. Their system relies on an expert system core and 
a simulation modeling system. These two systems act in 
conjunction to produce production and material schedules. 
The kernel relies on a unified data interface that provides 
access to data in three databases: MRP (materials
requirements planning), capacity requirements planning and, 
progress planning. Their system hopes to provide decision 
support to planners by verifying schedules through simulation 
analysis before presenting the schedule. This approach 
however, is not a responsive DSS, it is a order driven MRPII 
system which produces a feasible schedule. We desire a 
system that provides decision support through presentation of 
data and information to human decision makers.
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2.5.5 Blackboard Integration
Designed for multiple knowledge sources using different 
knowledge representation and search strategies, the 
blackboard concept can also be applied to manufacturing data. 
This integration, however, is not the general 
system-to-system data sharing previously discussed. The 
focus of the blackboard in manufacturing will be to allow 
knowledge based systems to act upon the actual data. To 
accomplish this goal, the blackboard architecture will either 
have to be modified to accept data sources in addition to 
knowledge sources, or some knowledge sources must act as 
database interfaces.
The basic mechanism by which a KS interacts with the 
blackboard is through selection of its KSAR by the control 
mechanism. To generate a KSAR, the KS must have a triggering 
mechanism that recognizes when the KS has knowledge in the 
blackboard's current domain. A database, or data source 
however, has no explicit knowledge of its domain or the 
problem. A trigger mechanism must therefore be developed to 
determine when data in the database can contribute to the 
problem-solving effort. For the extraction of the data, each 
database would require a system that could examine the 
blackboard for the exact data needed. Then, the system would 
query the database and place the required data on the 
blackboard.
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AEROBA (Vinze, et al., 1993) is a blackboard-based decision 
support system that builds problem-solving models. Using 
protocol analysis, a technique of studying transcripts of 
experts during problem solving, Vinze, et al., have 
constructed a blackboard system that can provide users with 
models for various optimization problems. Structuring the 
blackboard into three hierarchical panels for control, 
problem and solution, AEROBA can dynamically change the focus 
of processing, dependent on the problem state.
Dilts and Wu (1991) present an integrated interface between 
CAD, CAM, MRP, and accounting databases using individualized 
knowledge bases for each database. Their approach uses a-KBS 
(Knowledge Bases) to interpret queries and responses for each 
database. Each database, called an a-database in the system, 
has its own knowledge base. All communication is 
accomplished through an integrated and common interface. 
Although not a blackboard, this common interface allows 
systems to share data. This approach frees the
system-developer from creating individual interfaces between 
all oc-databases. Figure 3, from Dilts and Wu (1991), shows 
how a user would interact with the common interface.
Each a-KBS is structured as an independent expert system, 
consisting of the common components: a knowledge base, an 
inference engine, a working memory, and an interface to
CAD-KBS CAM-KBS MRP-KBS ACC-KBS
Integrated Interface
USERS
F igu re  3 . The Dilts and Wu's proposed integrated
interface.
translate the queries. Dilts and Wu (1991) specify five
classes of knowledge necessary for an a-knowledge base:
1. domain knowledge about data in a-database,
2. knowledge of the conceptual data model and logical 
structure of a-database,
3. knowledge of accessibility of data in a-database,
4. knowledge of how to adjust a-database to fit 
changes in manufacturing environment, and
5. knowledge about queries from users and other 
a-databases.
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Their system is designed such that each database, through its 
a-KBS, has the capability to request data from any other 
database. Despite the ability to communicate between 
databases, however, the organizational differences between 
data types in a-databases limited the degree of integration 
achieved with their demonstration program. For example, they 
present the interaction between the CAD and MRP databases, 
with the CAD database's arbitrary tree storage structure 
being translated into the MRPII's binary tree requirements.
Wee and Chang (1988) present a blackboard-based system, 
TRANSFORMER, which integrates a CAD system with a planning 
system to develop assembly plans for an electronic power 
supply. Their system uses a hierarchical blackboard with 
three contributing knowledge bases and two control 
structures. The problem approach is goal-directed, starting 
from a call to select an operation. The data used are 
located within the system. While not a DSS system like we 
present, their approach effectively uses a blackboard to 
integrate CAD and assembly planning.
Megale, et al. (1990) propose a more extensive CAD-to-CAM 
integration employing a blackboard structure. Developed in 
PROLOG (a logic programming language), their system accepts 
a B-REP (boundary representation) CAD drawing and selects the 
necessary materials and tools to manufacture the part. Using
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one blackboard for control and another for the problem 
domain, their system can change the focus or strategy during 
execution. The domain blackboard is divided into two panels: 
one for manufacturing and the other for design issues. 
Although not fully developed, their plan presents an 
integrated approach to CAPP that does not fit either of the 
traditional models.
SONIA (Collinot, 1989) is a scheduling system designed for a 
job shop environment. Performing both predictive (before 
hand) and reactive (real-time) scheduling, SONIA uses two 
blackboards to organize the problem and the control. 
Although SONIA's method of data acquisition is not well 
documented, the highlight of the system is the use of a 
control mechanism that supports the scheduling context.
Reece and Findler (1990) also propose the use of a blackboard 
for integrating scheduling knowledge sources. Designed to 
provide reactive scheduling by combining shop floor 
information with MRP data and a set of knowledge sources, 
their proposal concentrates on interfacing user-defined 
knowledge sources in a "KS DOCK." They specify that the 
development of MRP and shop floor interfaces is among the 
concerns that make the project a "seven to ten man-year" 
undertaking.
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Collins (1991) presents an intelligent decision support 
system, IDSS, that incorporates a daily shop floor status 
report into a blackboard system to perform "what if "
analysis and to answer general questions. IDSS uses two 
blackboards, one for control and the other for problem 
formulation and solution. The primary data source for IDSS 
is a schedule monitoring system (GSS —  Global System 
Simulator). The GSS produces daily data files on current 
schedule status.. These data files are compact (small) enough 
to fit within the blackboard's LISP-based programming 
environment.
However, when expanding Collins' concept to incorporate a 
production-size MRP system, the size of potential data sets 
will become excessive. Additionally, the task of downloading 
the entire data files from all of the manufacturing databases 
daily may not be feasible. Also, the amount of data 
available when historical, or tracking, data are considered 
for incorporation would surely overburden the LISP-based 
system.
Manivannan and Banks (1992) have developed an active 
blackboard-based on-line simulation (OLS) system. KBOLS 
(Knowledge Based On-Line Simulation) can dynamically react to 
events on a shop floor by resimulating a production schedule 
given certain events. Relying on an interface to a
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simulation system, simulations can be recommissioned with new 
parameters to reflect change orders, rush jobs, equipment 
failure or other critical events.
KBOLS's knowledge-based controller uses four knowledge bases, 
including factual, procedural and temporal knowledge combined 
within the OLS system. The user and simulation system also 
have access to the blackboard. By allowing users and the 
simulation system access to the blackboard, KBOLS provides an 
extension to the conventional blackboard structure.
CHAPTER 3 - MIMIR'S SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system design presented is an approach to integrating 
manufacturing data sources by incorporating them as data 
sources into the blackboard architecture. By allowing the 
applications and databases to remain on their host machines, 
this integration architecture will not interfere with normal 
operation of the data sources. In selecting the blackboard 
approach, the modularity of the architecture allows system 
expansion, or inclusion of new data sources, to improve the 
breadth of the system. Recent research in the field of 
decision support systems for manufacturing management has 
shown the strength and flexibility of the blackboard approach 
(Vinze, et al., 1993; Manivannan and Banks, 1992; Reece and 
Findler, 1990; and Collins, 1991). The following sections 
will detail the system requirements and model developed to 
integrate a set of manufacturing data sources.
3.1 System Requirements
To express the requirements of the systems, we must first 
outline the expected performance of the system. In 
integrating multiple data sources, our goal is to provide 
decision makers with data and information that is timely and 
relevant. To provide information in this format, we must 
first know what data the user needs or wants and we must
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present these data in a timely manner from current data 
sources.
In ascertaining the data requirements of a user, the system 
must possess understanding of three areas. Of principal 
importance is the internal understanding of the overall 
manufacturing system that the data sources model. As all 
databases seek to provide some level of modeling of 
real-world data relationships, the system must also 
understand the relationships between the data sources. Also 
of importance is an understanding of the data sources 
themselves. Be it relational or some other proprietary 
format, the integration system must know what data are stored 
in the system and how they are stored. And finally, the 
integration must understand the range of feasible questions 
that a user could ask. Without these specified limits, the 
human interface task could exceed the scope of the DSS, given 
the complexity of the human language and human reasoning.
Given an understanding of the user query and the data 
environment, a simple presentation of gross data files will 
not suffice. The integration system must either reduce 
presented data of extraneous values and records or summarize 
voluminous data. In this area, methods must be developed 
either to translate the data or restrict the data to user 
acceptable amounts. In other words, the integration system
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should be able to provide an abstraction or summarization of 
potentially verbose data. In certain cases however, specific 
data, such as an individual order's progress, can give 
insight or provide additional information to decision makers.
Information presented to decision makers must be current or 
to within acceptable limits of currentness. Clearly, basing 
decisions on month-old inventory data in a quick turnaround 
mail order enterprise is as useful as driving a vehicle using 
the image in a rear view mirror. Yet, strategic planners 
might wish to see monthly inventory statistics instead of a 
daily shipping log. In presenting an integration system that 
relies on existing data sources, it is not possible to 
provide data that are more current than what is available to 
any of the applications. However, because the data sources 
reside on the host computers, data will be taken directly 
from the resident systems to the user without delay.
Using these system expectations and requirements, we can 
develop some specific requirements of the system. To 
perform effectively the integration system must:
1. provide information to the user that is timely and 
relevant.
2. comprehend the user's requests and translate them into 
the data requirements.
3. understand or model the environment in which it exists.
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4. coexist with the applications or data sources from which 
it draws data.
5. not modify or delete data from the data sources.
6. be modular enough in design to expand as new or 
non-associated data sources are incorporated.
3.2 System Model
We suggest the blackboard architecture as a practical 
approach to meeting the previous requirements. Designed 
around a set of expert systems, rules for describing the 
environment could easily be incorporated as an expert system. 
Likewise, expert systems to interpret the user's query and 
present the data could also exist in the system. By adding 
modules that interface with the data sources, the major 
requirements could be achieved.
As described earlier, the blackboard model consists of three 
major components: the blackboard, the control and the
knowledge sources. In any broad-domain problem-solving 
system, some of the actions performed on the blackboard 
elements are likely to be procedural. That is, not all of 
the knowledge sources will be true expert systems. 
Manivannan and Banks (1992) incorporate a stochastic 
simulation of a shop floor schedule as a contributing KS. In 
a sense, the simulation acts as an expert in determining the 
feasibility of the proposed schedule. Collins (1991) also
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uses knowledge sources to place data on the blackboard. In 
both systems, trigger mechanisms are developed to inform the 
control of an activating condition, as a normal KS would act.
In a similar approach, if each external database was 
represented in the blackboard system by a KS, data could be 
supplied to the problem-solving context as needed. Other 
knowledge sources would be responsible for determining what 
data were needed and how to process it into a useable form. 
In figure 4, the high-level MIMIR architecture is presented. 
Departing from the traditional blackboard architecture, the 
MIMIR model includes the data sources as peers with the 
knowledge sources in contributing to the solution process.
As contributing members, the data sources must be represented 
in the model by some expert system-type module. In other 
words, the data source must be able to trigger the control 
when conditions exist that are relevant to the data source's 
domain. The following section details the design of a Data 
Source (DS) and how it could contribute to the 
problem-solving context.
3.2.1 Data Sources
Congruent with the goal of providing users with decision 
support, data needed to answer the user's query can be 
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Figure 4. MIMIR: A general blackboard integration of 
manufacturing data sources.
highly specific optimization models through interaction with 
the user. The user is queried by the system to supply 
variable values and make decisions about minimizing of 
certain resources. In the MIMIR model however, data sources 
provide the roots of the system. Reaching into their 
respective databases, the DS' s provide the data requested by 
the objects on the blackboard. To alleviate considerable 
complication of DS processing, requests for data by objects 
on the blackboard are directed to a specific database. Other
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knowledge sources evaluate the data needs and place specific 
requests on the blackboard.
In the simplest form, a DS reads the blackboard for the data 
requested and generates the proper query. After executing 
the query, data are then placed on the blackboard in a 
reasonably formatted form, left for subsequent knowledge 
sources to use or present. Figure 5 depicts the processing 
of a data request.
During each cycle of the new system design, the control 
activates the data source's trigger mechanism (step 1) . Once 
activated, the trigger examines the blackboard (2) and issues 
a knowledge source activation record (KSAR) if objects on the 
blackboard are relevant to the data sources (step 3) . In the 
basic triggering mechanism, a DS trigger performs identically 
to a KS trigger.
When the control mechanism selects the DS from the list of 
triggered KS's and DS's (step 4), the DS first reads the 
blackboard for the object(s) which activated the trigger 
(step 5). Using the internal data descriptions, the query, 









































Figure 5. The execution cycle of a Data Source.
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In the interface, the query is translated into the proper 
format and some conditions are verified for data formats. 
Using interprocess communication, or a virtual terminal, the 
query is sent to the data manager controlling the database 
(step 7). The data extraction in step 8 is performed by the 
database management system. When the database supplies query 
results to the communication stream, all of the data are 
supplied are individual characters. This stream of
characters includes alphanumerics, spaces, tabs, line feeds, 
page breaks and carriage returns. The blackboard
architecture is a virtual environment, in that physical 
storage is not used to manage the objects on the blackboard. 
The interface, therefore, must not overburden the blackboard 
with an excessive amount of data. During steps 9 and 10, the 
interface must strip off extra information returned by the 
data manager and translate the various data elements into the 
proper format (i.e., real, integer or character string). In 
the final step, 11, the data source must create an object on 
the blackboard, place the data in the object and return 
control to the BBS.
3.2.2 Knowledge Sources
As with any blackboard system, the knowledge sources will 
drive the solution process. In the conventional model, the 
domains of the various expert systems should overlap to cover 
the whole problem context. In this respect, the data sources
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and knowledge sources should overlap in the domains ranging 
from simple query recognition to manufacturing system models, 
data structures and data availability.
In covering these domains, the following knowledge sources 
should be included in the system. As a passive system, the 
user's query starts the whole process. At least one KS must 
focus at translating the user's query into an internal 
representation at some level of concreteness. Given the 
query representation, another KS must focus on developing a 
proposed solution. This solution may be a data requirement 
or set of data requirements along with some equation for 
modifying or comparing the data. Finally, a KS is needed to 
specify the exact data requirements needed for the solution. 
Each of these specific domains may be covered by one or more 
KS.
CHAPTER 4 - SOFTWARE DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING
4.1 Project Scope
In developing a complex blackboard system, the choice of a 
programming language is important. Many considerations must 
be taken into account, the primary one being a good 
programming and development environment. The requirements of 
interprocess communications and handling of character and 
numeric data also help to narrow the search. In this 
section, the specifics of the implementation will be covered. 
And beginning with selection of software, hardware issues and 
overall implementation, the system operation will be 
presented.
4.2 Languages and Packages
The software development process consisted of four separate 
development areas. The blackboard development required the 
coding of the blackboard storage structure, along with the 
development the controlling procedures and trigger 
interfaces. The knowledge sources developed had to conform 
to the blackboard framework and reside in the same 
environment. The databases needed to be maintained in a 
relational data manager that provided a standardized storage 
structure and query language. The separate database system 
also required the development of the interfaces for 
incorporating data from an external system. Lastly, the
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interface from the databases to the blackboard system 
required external calls to the database from the individual 
data sources.
In the literature, most blackboard systems are developed in 
either LISP or a BB shell that resides upon, or was developed 
upon, a LISP system (the one exception is in Megale, et al., 
1990 —  PROLOG). Although this evidence does not preclude 
the development of a BBS using a more conventional language 
(e.g.; C or FORTRAN), LISP provides the list handling and 
interpretive environment conducive to developing a blackboard 
system. Although there are many dialects of LISP (MacLisp, 
Scheme, and Zetalisp to name a few), the ANSI developed (yet 
not official) Common LISP provides an accepted standard. 
Common LISP is an effort to standardize LISP for 
cross-platform and cross-environment portability.
Common LISP, in its full implementation, is a large and 
robust programming environment that supports dynamic 
debugging and compilation. The LSU College of Engineering's 
Center for Remote Sensing and Image Processing has lent, in 
compliance with site license restrictions, a copy of Sun 
Common Lisp Development Environment, Version 4.0.0 to be used 
as the primary software for this project. Sun Common Lisp is 
a full LISP interpreter and compiler designed for the Sun 
SPARC architecture and Sun OS (UNIX) operating system.
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Linking multiple databases with a BBS requires that the 
knowledge bases communicate with both the BBS and the DBMS 
(database management system) managing the database. To 
accomplish this integration, either the DBMS must support 
queries from LISP, or we must employ an external query to the 
database and return the values to the LISP-based KS.
Integrating external programs with blackboard systems is not 
a need unique to this application. Corkill (1991) discusses 
integrating a non-LISP AI language, 0PS5, with the LISP-based 
Generic Blackboard Framework (GBB). He also discusses the 
advantages of placing the knowledge bases in separate 
processes or machines. One major advantage of integrating 
BBS with expert systems is the ability to use AI shells or 
languages that give users more rule or frame representation 
power. Another is the ability to reduce memory conflicts in 
the BB's machine. LISP, as a virtual environment, stores all 
objects, symbols and values in hash tables.
To store manufacturing data, we have used a conventional 
relational database management system. The widespread 
application of relational databases in industry justifies the 
use of relational DBMS. The Department of Biological and 
Agricultural Engineering granted us access to the ORACLE 
relational database management system, maintained on a SUN 
670MP multi-processor SPARC server. The ORACLE (Version 6.1)
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relational data manager supports SQL queries through ORACLE'S 
*SQL-PLUS interface. Since SQL is an accepted industry 
standard Query language, this choice makes MIMIR's interface 
compatible with many relational databases.
To integrate the LISP-based BBS with the relational DBMS's 
data, interprocess communications along with remote shell 
network services allow queries to be answered in real-time. 
Gunderson (1991), however, presents a more comprehensive 
integration method by linking Lucid Common LISP and an 
ULTRIX/SQL relational database. In Gunderson's system, an 
SQL query is passed to a C program imbedded in the LISP 
environment. The C program then executes the query and 
returns the data requested as a LISP structure. As a 
decision support system, MIMIR however, does not need many of 
the data manipulation and modification aspects of Gunderson's 
approach. Our interface needs only to extract data in a 
straight-forward manner.
The LSU Department of Biological and Agricultural Engineering 
has installed LISP on their Sun 670MP (GUMBO) computer, under 
a Sun OS 4.1.3 operating system. LISP can either be run on 
GUMBO or on any of the Sun SPARC systems in the Department. 
Currently, LISP is running on a Sun SPARC IPC configured with 
24 megabytes of random access memory.
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4.3 Hardware Issues
For a system to integrate disparate data sources on different 
machines, it is necessary to communicate with the computers 
where the other databases reside. In developing a system 
around the blackboard integration model, the ability to 
access data from remote machines in a timely manner is 
important. To verify the ability to access remote data, it 
was decided that the data files should be managed on another 
machine which was networked to the machine running the 
blackboard integration system.
The DBMS used was resident on a SUN 67 0MP server. And, LISP 
could be run from the server or any of the SUN SPARC 
workstations networked to the server. Using the SUN OS 
operating system's support for the TCP/IP network protocol, 
it is relatively easy to manage a remote process on any of 
the SUN systems. Using the virtual terminal ability, 
starting a process on the remote machine involves little more 
than the login process. Given the network address or machine 
name and domain, any computer on the network can be accessed.
4.4 Implementation
To implement the integration, we needed actual data sources 
to integrate. Initial plans called for developing a set of 
complementary databases that would represent the format and 
complexity of data expected in a small job-shop facility.
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However, in the interest of verifying the model in a 
real-world case, outside data sources were solicited. A 
major software developer and vendor allowed the use of a 
subset of their internal databases which covered several 
functional areas.
Installing the data into the data manager involved defining 
the relations to the ORACLE data manager and reading, record 
by record, the data from a delineated ASCII file. In total, 
fourteen relations were supplied. To meet the legal 
requirements for using the data off-site, the tables were 
maintained in a separate table space. This placement 
restricted access to only the Common Interface and the 
Database Administrator.
4.4.1 Blackboard Objects
To manage objects on the blackboard, the Common LISP Object 
System, or CLOS, was chosen. CLOS is a full object-oriented 
data and programming environment that is implemented in 
Common LISP. Using CLOS, knowledge and data sources can 
place objects on the blackboard using the object's slots to 
hold the necessary data or hypothesis. Using the slot-value 
method, any trigger or knowledge source can access the data 
stored in a blackboard object. Figure 6 depicts a common 
blackboard object. The first line displays the internal hash 
value for the pointer to the object.
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#<Level-3 #XD1F75E>
is an instance of the class LEVEL-3:





SOL-PROP (COMP (#<Level-6 #XC0607E> #<Level-6
#XD1F72E> #<Level-6 #XC2303E>)
(COMPLEX-SUB-C1))
Figure 6. A sample blackboard object.
This object has slots named: object-number, level-number, 
parent-object, creation-time and sol-prop. All but the last 
slots are slots of a parent class bb-object; while the last 
slot, sol-prop, is specific to the class level-3. Slots for 
objects on each level of the blackboard will be discussed 
later with the levels themselves.
Slots common to all objects hold non-solution-oriented data. 
OBJECT-NUMBER is a symbolic value that can be used to access 
the object without knowing the internal name. LEVEL-NUMBER 
is a numeric value that signifies the number of objects that 
have been created for that level during the entire session. 
The PARENT-OBJECT slot, except for the top-level object, 
declares the object (s) which a KS or DS referenced when 
creating the object. And, the final common slot, 




Important to improving efficiency, objects on the blackboard 
should be grouped by their level of abstraction. The 
structure's grouping of objects into partitions allows 
triggers to look only at levels of the blackboard in which 
they are applicable, reducing evaluation time during each 
cycle. Figure 7 depicts the six hierarchical levels of 
MIMIR's blackboard. The following sections detail the levels 
and the data stored within.
4. 4.2.1 User Level
The highest level of the blackboard, the user level, 
maintains a single object, implemented in LISP's Common Lisp 
Object System (CLOS), containing the user's query as a 
string. All blackboard levels contain CLOS objects which are 
specific to their level. Objects on the user level are named 
level-1 objects. The user's question is stored as a 
character string in the CLOS object slot QUERY-STRING on the 
user level. It is from this one object that all other 
objects descend.
4. 4. 2. 2 Internal Level
The internal level, below the user level, maintains the 
object or objects that represent the user's query. At this 
level, knowledge sources try to either: match known words and 






















MIMIR's blackboard, knowledge sources andFigure 7.
data sources.
database field descriptions or develop sub-queries. Internal 
representations of the query or sub-queries in Level-2
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objects are stored in the CLOS object's QUERY-REP slot, which 
is a LISP list structure.
4. 4.2. 3 Proposal Level
If the query representations on the preceding level, the 
internal level, match known queries, proposed solutions are 
placed in objects at the proposal level. Storing proposed 
solutions in the CLOS object slot SOL-PROP, level-3 objects 
can contain null proposals if no known general query is 
found.
4. 4.2. 4 Requirements Level
Given a specific solution proposal, in the above proposal 
level, specific data requirements can be developed for the 
requirements level. The DATA-REQ slot, in level-4 objects, 
holds a list containing specific field and data file names.
4.4.2.5 Data Level
When a DS recognizes a table name that is relevant to its 
domain, it retrieves the data from the data source and 
creates CLOS objects on the data level. Level-5 objects use 
the slot DATA-VAL to hold the data returned by the DS. Data 
in this slot are stored in a LISP list, in which each list 
element is a record.
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4.4.2.6 Presentation Level
The lowest and final level, the presentation level, contains 
objects that have data values and strings with the necessary 
formatting instructions for user-quality output. The level-6 
objects use the slots SOLUTION and PRESENT to hold the data 
and format instructions, respectively. The SOLUTION slot 
contains the data in list form, while PRESENT contains the 
LISP instructions to print the data in a user readable form.
4.4.3 Interface
To extract the data from external sources, the environment in 
which the blackboard exists must be interfaced with the data 
sources. The databases used in the system developed were 
resident on a relational data manager, accessible through SQL 
queries. Before any query could be processed, the database 
must be linked to the interface. Using the SUN Common LISP 
extension for running a shell process, a remote login can be 
established to the computer running the SQL server. LISP 
supports bidirectional streams for external processes, which 
allows the interface to interact with the remote shell. 
Using the bidirectional stream, all output to the external 
process can be sent using format strings and characters 
returned by the database can be read into the interface.
To request and retrieve the data, an internal SQL-like format 
for LISP queries was developed in this research. To account
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for the LISP method of storing variables in lists, the 
standard SQL query was translated into a list format, with 
key values to distinguish the areas of the query. Figure 8 
shows the structure of a simple two-relation query. Using 
append and list commands, the DS' s are able to create the 
internal query quickly. Figure 9 provides an example of the 
syntax used by the interface.
(:SELECT ((armaster co) (imitemlo co)
(imitemlo item) (imitemlo stocklo))
:FROM (armaster imitemlo)
:WHERE (((imitemlo safetystock) (=) (100))
(OR)
((armaster crlimit) (>=) (1000))
(OR)
((imitemlo binstoclo) (like) ('%FX01%'))))
Figure 8. Sample LISP-SQL statement.
The job of the interface is to take the LISP query and turn 
it into a string that can be sent, via the network, to the 
SQL server. Translating the list to a string however, is 
more than concatenating elements. To insure that a logical 
query is being sent, the interface must know the attributes 
and their data type for every relation.
As the query is processed, each requested field is verified 
in a master list of relations and their attributes. 
Additionally, for each condition in the query, the data type 
of the field or fields being compared is verified. If, for
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( :SELECT ((relation attribute)





:GROUP_BY " . . . " )
Select Options:








= , !=h A=, <>, >/ >=, </ <=> or like
Figure 9. Key words supported by the LISP-SQL format.
example, a character field was compared with a '>' operator, 
the SQL server would signal an error. Although the DS should 
not send an invalid query, the interface should still verify 
all queries.
After verifying that the query satisfies logical 
requirements, the interface can begin the process of 
converting the query to a formatted string. After sending 
the string to the database server, the interface must 
constantly scan the input stream for a reply from the 
database. To protect the memory space of LISP, the interface 
places the characters returned from the database into an 
external file.
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During the final phase of the interface processing, the data 
types of the selected fields are used to determine the field 
widths and types expected from the database. Characters are 
then read from the data file and converted to the appropriate 
format (integer, decimal or character) .
4.4.4 Knowledge and Data Sources
During the implementation phase, it became apparent that the 
data sources should represent internal knowledge of the 
associated database beyond the program procedures to extract 
the data. Using production rules to maintain query 
parameters allows efficient query development given the 
desired data. Thus, in implementing the DS and KS, the major 
difference in the modules is the source of the objects placed 
on the blackboard. KS-created objects result from internal 
inferencing and DS objects result from external data values. 
Using the same interface approach, an external 
knowledge-based system could act on the blackboard also.
In the actual execution of the system however, DS1s are much 
slower. While KS1s can conduct their processing within the 
LISP environment, the DS's are dependent on the data server 
they access. The delay in response is of course a result of 




MIMIR, Multiple integrated Manufacturing information 
Resources, is our DSS implementation of a modified blackboard 
architecture. Using three different databases supplied from 
a major software vendor, MIMIR demonstrated that it can 
answer simple English language queries using data from these 
databases and the unique internal rules about several 
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Figure 10. The structure of MIMIR.
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MIMIR fully implements the interface and blackboard structure 
presented earlier. Figure 7 [page 50] demonstrates the 
blackboard partitions and the KS/DS interactions upon the 
layers. The following sections will present the knowledge 
sources and data sources incorporated into the blackboard 
architecture.
4.5.1 Interface and Parser
The interface and parser are together responsible for 
obtaining and translating the user's query into a 
standardized internal format. The interface, technically a 
KS, presents the user with the introduction screen and 
prompt. After allowing the user to type the query, the 
interface places the query onto the blackboard. If the user 
asks to quit the system, the interface initiates clearing the 
blackboard and preparing summary statistics.
After the query has been placed on the blackboard, the parser 
can begin translating the query. Using a matching strategy 
to identify known phrases first and then recognized words in 
the query, the parser KS reduces the character-based query to 
a list of recognized symbols and unrecognized strings.
4.5.2 Proposer
The Proposer KS is responsible for identifying common queries 
that the user enters. These queries are represented in an
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internal format that allows the exact data needed along with 
formatting instructions for presentation by later KS' s. 
After determining that the internal representation matches a 
known query, the Proposer places a specific proposal on the 
proposal level of the blackboard. If no known solution to 
the query exists, the Proposer proposes a null query. This 
KS allows the BBS to act also as a report generator, allowing 
common queries to be preprogrammed, alleviating the BBS from 
further processing the query with the more complex KS's in 
the system.
4.5.3 Adhoc
Some simple queries request data values using queries that 
can easily be identified with simple data value or values in 
a database. Such queries could be solved by generating an ad 
hoc solution that would provide the data directly from the 
database. Using the same internal data dictionary that the 
data determiner Datadet uses, Adhoc can match common field 
descriptions with actual field names. The Adhoc knowledge 
source creates an SQL query using a standard template for the 
database and the specific field name, which allows users to 
retrieve data values from a database by using a text 
description of the field or fields. Data returned by the 
interface is then placed onto the presentation layer of the 
blackboard with minimal presentation instructions.
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4.5.4 Complexq
Of course not all queries can be common data requests or a 
simple matching of field descriptions to attributes. MIMIR's 
complex query evaluator knowledge source, Complexq, must 
analyze the internal query representation to identify what 
data is needed and how it could possibly be mathematically 
manipulated to solve the user's query.
Complexq performs two major tasks in evaluating the query. 
First, Complexq must identify the data requirements for the 
query. These requirements are translated into subqueries 
which are placed on the internal level of the blackboard. It 
then becomes the responsibility of the Proposer and Adhoc 
KS's to supply the data for these queries. The second major 
task for Complexq is to create the function or steps required 
to combine the data from the multiple queries into a 
user-presentable form. As an additional service, Complexq 
can break queries with and/or conditions in the query into 
distinct queries.
4.5.5 Datadet
The KS Datadet, or data determiner, is responsible for 
identifying the data file(s) and fields that the proposed 
solution needs. Given this task, Datadet must possess a 
complete data dictionary, knowing all the relations and 
fields in the database. And, these definitions must include
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field types and some symbolic description of the fields to 
allow fields to be identified by requesting data using 
symbolic descriptions of the data.
4.5.6 Data Sources
The data sources act upon specific data requests on the 
Requirements level of the blackboard. Imitemlo, for example, 
is responsible for using the specific data requirements to 
create an SQL query that will retrieve the proper data from 
the inventory data files. The data source will then 
commission the interface to execute the query and return the 
data; figure 5 shows the interaction between a data source 
and interface. The interface performs the tasks of 
generating the actual SQL string, sending the query to the 
remote database, collecting the data returned, converting 
values to the proper format and returning the data to the 
BBS's environment. Requested data is then placed on the 
blackboard by the DS to be used by a later KS.
4.5.7 Solver
Given the specific data values on the Data level of the 
blackboard, some instructions are needed to properly format 
the data for final display to the user. The Solver is 
responsible for taking the data values on the Data level and 
adding the headings and printing instructions to the data 
that identifies them to the user.
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4.5.8 Resolver
After all of the data requirements specified in the 
subqueries have been supplied, the Resolver attempts to 
produce the solution using the data and the proposed 
solution. This solution process involves determining the 
lineage of data objects to verify that the ancestor object is 
the object specified in the solution. To combine the data, 
the resolver applies the solution steps to rows matched on 
specified key values across the intermediate solutions. 
After the rows are combined and modified, the new data are 
placed on the blackboard for display.
4.5.9 Presenter
Objects placed on the last level of the blackboard are ready 
for presentation to the user. The Presenter, therefore, uses 
the data and supplied format strings to print, once, each 
object that appears on the presentation layer of the 
blackboard. Not actually employing any explicit or implicit 
knowledge, the Presenter is less a KS than a procedure.
4.5.10 Explainer
After all objects have been presented and no other KS or DS 
triggers, the explainer is activated. Prompting the user for 
a desire to examine the solution process, the explainer can 
produce a chronological explanation of the solution process. 
Every object on the blackboard above the presentation level
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is read and placed along with explanatory text onto the 
presentation level. The Explainer makes use of the 
blackboard itself to explain the contents on the blackboard.
4.6 Knowledge Requirements
There are three classes of knowledge represented in MIMIR. 
For the interface and data sources to extract the requested 
data, they must contain some knowledge of the data 
structures, field types and relationships between certain 
fields. This knowledge, termed data level knowledge, is 
comprised of:
• the interface's data dictionary of all relations and 
attributes with the associated field types and widths,
• the data sources' internal query representations that 
are known by the DS to retrieve certain fields or 
values, and
• the adhoc's set of rules for key words that can be 
mapped to specific fields in a database.
The second class of knowledge, system level knowledge, is 
stored in the data determiner and complex query generator. 
System level knowledge represents:
the data requests required for producing solutions to 
user's questions, and
• the data manipulation necessary for the data returned by 
the data sources and the adhoc knowledge source.
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The final type of knowledge is maintained by the parser 
knowledge source. In MIMIR, the parser uses a list of words 
and phrases to match those known by the system and recognized 
by later knowledge sources. This interface knowledge can be 
as large and complex as the user interface demands.
4.7 System Operation
MIMIR is a fully-functioning blackboard system, capable of 
answering a number of important user questions about data in 
the databases or the systems upon which databases are 
modeled. Built on a set of data files covering part 
descriptions, inventory and customer orders, the system uses 
the SQL-interfaced blackboard architecture presented earlier.
4.7.1 Control
Controlling the selection of a KS is often a difficult task 
in a blackboard environment. In the case of MIMIR however, 
the control process has been streamlined to a LIFO (Last In 
First Out) queue. During each cycle of the control, all 
triggers are evaluated to determine all applicable KS's or 
DS's. If the trigger recognizes a favorable blackboard, a 
message is placed at the front of a list of eligible 
KS's/DS's.
By executing the triggers in a specific order, the priority 
of a knowledge source or data source can be modified,
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relative to the other KS's/DS's. Selecting KS's/DS's from 
the top of the stack, newly triggered KS's/DS's are given 
precedence over those previously triggered, even if they have 
a lower execution priority. In ranking the triggers from 
abstract to concrete, we can force each proposal or data 
request to be considered next.
This control procedure gives MIMIR a depth-first search 
strategy in the overall blackboard operation. As an example, 
if the last trigger evaluated were to fire, it would always 
cause an activation of the KS/DS during the next control 
step. Therefore, by placing the Presenter last, whenever 
data is ready for display, it will be presented next 
regardless of other triggered KS's/DS's.
There are many variations that could be used in a simple 
control mechanism. The ordering of KS's/DS's in the control 
loop is not fixed. The order of execution could be modified 
to stress problem decomposition by evaluating triggers 
representing concrete to abstract KS's/DS's. Additionally, 
the queue could be processed in a FIFO method. Another 
simple control mechanism could provide for an overall 
selection preference for KS's/DS's.
In MIMIR, the number of KS's/DS's and the size of the 
individual knowledge bases do not cause a significant control
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problem during execution. However, with greater and more 
complex knowledge sources, control could become a major 
problem. To account for this control problem, a second 
blackboard could be used to determine the proper KS's/DS's 
for selection. On the second blackboard, the status of the 
general problem-solving process would be monitored. Control 
knowledge sources would be responsible for determining the 
focus of the system, by changing the priority of each 
KS's/DS's. As an example, AEROBA (Vinze, et al., 1993) uses 
a control panel (blackboard) to select the knowledge source 
whose contribution is most important to the current 
problem-solving state.
4.7.2 A Sample Query
To help explain how the individual knowledge sources 
cooperate to form a solution, we will follow the 
decomposition and solution generation for the user query "Can 
we meet orders for product x from the warehouse?" Appendix 
3 contains a sample session with MIMIR, which includes this 
question. Also, Appendix 4 lists the objects placed on the 
blackboard during the execution of this query.
Our test query is entered onto the top level of the 
blackboard by the Interface KS as an object with the query 
slot value ["can we meet orders for product x from the 
warehouse"]. The Parser KS then identifies the known words
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and phrases and places the internal query [CAN_WE MEET ORDERS 
FOR "product x" FROM WAREHOUSE] onto the internal level of 
the blackboard. It is these symbols, list elements not shown 
in string brackets, that the latter KS's or DS's will use to 
determine what the user wants or needs. The strings 
represent either product descriptions or superfluous words 
that will be ignored.
The Proposer's trigger issues a KSAR whenever a new internal 
query is placed on the blackboard. Once triggered, however, 
the Proposes KS finds no known solution for [CAN_WE MEET 
ORDERS FOR "product x" FROM WAREHOUSE] and places a null 
solution on the proposal level. A null solution proposal on 
the proposal level triggers the Adhoc KS which finds no 
acceptable ad hoc solution to the internal query. At this 
point, we have an internal query that is not recognized as a 
common data request by the proposer or a data request that 
corresponds to a database field.
The failure of the Proposer KS also triggered the Complexq 
KS. Activated after the Adhoc, the Complexq takes the 
internal query [CAN_WE MEET ORDERS FOR "product x" FROM 
WAREHOUSE] , identifies a known complex query solution, and 
places it onto the internal level as a newly-created 
blackboard object with the value [COMP (object#! object#2 
object#3) C0MPLEX-SUB-C1]. The objects listed in the
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solution correspond to the three sub-queries needed for the 
solution C0MPLEX-SUB-C1. The three sub-queries, also placed 
in newly-created blackboard objects, have QUERY-REP slot 
values of [WHAT_IS ORDER_QTY OF "product x"], [WHAT_IS 
"product x"], and [WHAT_IS QUANTITY "product x"]. The first 
two sub-queries also are unrecognized by the Proposer KS but 
are answered by the Adhoc KS, placing the tabular results 
onto the presentation level of the blackboard. The Proposer, 
recognizing the final sub-query however, proposes [SOL2 
(WHAT_IS QUANTITY ON_HAND XXX) (BOH XXX) ("product x")] on 
the proposal level of the blackboard.
The next step in our example, the one sub-query with a 
solution proposal is directed, by the Datadet KS, to the 
database imitemlo, the name of the inventory database, by the 
DATA-REQ slot value [IMITEMLO (BOH (QTYONHAND)) "product x"] 
in an new object placed on the requirements level of the 
blackboard. Imitemlo, the inventory database's data source, 
queries the database for the data field "QTYONHAND" with a 
restriction on "product x" and local warehouse. The data 
returned by the Imitemlo data source, is placed on the data 
level of the blackboard. This data is then transferred, by 
the Solver KS, to the presentation level of the blackboard 
with instructions on how to print the data.
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During the execution of our question, the resolver's trigger 
has monitored the presentation level of the blackboard, 
looking for solutions to the three sub-query objects created 
by the complexq knowledge source. As each solution is found, 
its lineage is verified, using the parent-object slot. When 
solutions to all three sub-queries have been provided, the 
resolver uses the solution proposal to combine the individual 
solutions and produce presentation-ready objects for the 
presenter. These objects each represent the inventory and 
order status for each version of product x in our system. 
The presenter then displays these objects to the user in 
response to the original question "Can we meet orders for 
product x from the warehouse?"
4.7.3 Execution Times
In determining system performance, it is useful to examine 
the individual execution times for knowledge sources, data 
sources and triggers. The actual execution times are 
dependent on many factors including system loading, disk 
swapping for virtual memory, system management processes, 
database response, network traffic and user interaction. 
Table 1 provides the execution times for the knowledge and 
data sources during a sample of four simple to complex 
queries. Although the above factors cannot be totally 
eliminated in a large multi-user Unix-based network, being 
the sole user on a networked computer during off-peak hours
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can reduce the disk swapping, database response delay and 
network traffic delays.
T ab le  1 . Execution times for knowledge and data sources in 
MIMIR.
Name # of Executions Avg Time Total Time
ADH 2 5.42186 10.84371
RES 1 0.13870 0.13870
INT 4 19.04982 76.19928
PAR 4 0.07491 0.29965
COM 5 0. 01032 0.05161
PRO 9 0.00390 0.03510
DAT 6 0.00366 0.02197
IMI 5 3.36222 16.81111
SOL 5 0.00372 0.01859
PRE 48 0.83972 40.30662
Examining the statistics for compiled code execution, the 
knowledge sources which interact with the user, Interface and 
Presenter, consume the largest amount of system time. This 
delay is associated with user interaction times. The other 
two major contributors to system time were the KS and DS, 
which suffered from database delay. Aside from these 
unavoidable delays, the overall execution times for other 
KS’s was minimal. As shown in table 2, the triggers were 
even less significant in terms of system time consumed.
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During the sample session, compiled triggers used less than 
one five-hundredth of a second per execution.
T ab le  2 .  Execution times for triggers in MIMIR.
Name # of Executions Avg Time Total Time
INTERFACE 97 0.00134 0.12998
PARSER 97 0.00124 0.12028
PROPOSER 97 0.00131 0.12707
DATADET 97 0.00147 0.14259
IMITEMLO 97 0.00127 0.12319
SOLVER 97 0.00124 0.12028
PRESENTER 97 0.00138 0.13386
ADHOC 97 0.00126 0.12222
COMPLEXQ 97 0.00142 0.13774
RESOLVER 97 0.00140 0.13580
The net effect is that the system either waits while the user 
enters a query or reads data or a solution from the screen. 
Alternatively, the user waits while the system interacts with 
the database across the network. While the user's query is 
required for all other processing, the other delays could 
obviously be reduced by executing other KS/DS's in a 
concurrent or parallel architecture.
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4.8 The Big Picture
In functioning as a passive system, MIMIR provides answers in 
response to user's questions. Other blackboard systems in 
manufacturing work in an active role. KBOLS (Banks and 
Manivannan, 1992) for instance, works in a real-time data 
environment to predict schedule constraint violations. SONIA 
(Colliniot, 1989) and Reece and Findler's proposed system 
(1990) also examine the use of a blackboard in the real-time 
tactical schedule execution environment. At the other end of 
the spectrum, AEROBA (Vinze, et al., 1993), a passive system 
like MIMIR, assists decision-makers with strategic, or 
long-range, decisions. There exists a gap between these two 
approaches, support for operational or short time frame 
decisions. Figure 11 displays the three levels of control. 
Notice that Collins' (1990) IDSS is closer to the operational 
level by working with daily data files to provide information 
to decision makers. The two other systems displayed in the 
operational area, TRANSFORMER (Wee and Chang, 1988) and 
Megale, et al. (1990), perform specific data integration or 
planning tasks that are not within the scope of this 
research.
With the inclusion of MIMIR in the gap between the real-time 
systems and the long-range system AEROBA, we can now cover 
the spectrum of decision support from the tactical to the 
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Figure 11. Blackboard systems in relation to management
control levels.
for integrated blackboard systems that could share knowledge 
sources and data sources in their individual tasks.
CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, an extended blackboard architecture 
that integrates databases into a system in order to perform 
a decision support role has been presented. While
blackboards have previously been proposed for manufacturing 
integration, this unique decision support role in database 
integration is innovative. In addition to the inclusion of 
data sources in parallel with knowledge sources, the 
interface to the outside databases allows the system 
presented to aid the decision process by providing data and 
information to decision makers in a timely manner, as shown 
in table 1.
To display this architecture, a prototype system, we
developed MIMIR. MIMIR employs a fully-functioning 
blackboard system with a LISP-based SQL interface into a set 
of manufacturing databases. By decomposing a user's question 
into one or more database queries, MIMIR can thus provide 
data and information to decision makers from the enterprises' 
databases.
In examining the suitability of using a blackboard system for 
a specific problem domain, the extendibility of the
blackboard system allows for an evolutionary development of
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the system. The modular nature of a blackboard architecture 
allows for the inclusion of additional knowledge sources, or 
data sources, to expand the breadth of the system. Also, the 
knowledge base structure in the production system 
architecture used in the KS' s allows for the inclusion of 
rules to increase the breadth and depth of the individual 
KS's. These issues are key to selecting the blackboard 
architecture to undertake a complex integration system.
When contemplating the development of a DSS, the ability to 
include additional knowledge and data sources, which allow 
developers to grow the system, is important. We developed an 
essential kernel of databases which can first be integrated 
into the blackboard system to evaluate the system and then 
identify other data needed by the decision makers. Then, 
databases and real-time data collection devices can be added 
with their respective data sources. By eliminating the need 
to globally access all databases in the initial development 
phase, the system can be evolved to suit decision maker's 
needs.
The extendibility of the expert system design employed in the 
KS's also allows for the expansion of the system as new 
problem classes are considered, or additional data sources 
are added. By their nature, rule bases are modular. If for 
example, new solution proposals are needed to account for
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another DS, the Proposer KS can be easily extended with new 
rules.
Another strength of the blackboard architecture is the 
partitioning of the knowledge. While some BBS's may have 
ambiguities in dividing the KS's, we extended the 
architecture to clearly define KS and DS along functional 
lines. These clear boundaries between KS/DS allow developers 
to concentrate on depth of knowledge and not breadth in the 
individual KS/DS.
5.2 Prototype Evaluation
MIMIR, as a fully-functional blackboard system, employs the 
architecture presented earlier in this document. By 
interfacing with databases on networked machines, it 
demonstrates the interfacing required to provide a decision 
support service in a manufacturing environment. And, by 
employing knowledge to both propose a solution and extract 
the data, MIMIR illustrates the need for an expert system 
approach to some of the DSS functions.
In overall execution, MIMIR displays the ability to identify 
user requests for specific data and provide the data to the 
user in a neat presentable form. Also, MIMIR has the ability 
to query multiple data sources to provide solutions to simple 
and complex user questions.
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In answering both types of questions, MIMIR used an interface 
to an external database. This interface opened up the 
blackboard architecture by extending the limits of the 
information available to solve the problem. No longer is the 
BBS restrained by the virtual world in which it is coded. 
Yet, this benefit has a cost. Knowledge sources are needed 
to translate the users' desires into the direct query. The 
DSS, however, should not become an overly complex database 
interface. Ott (1992) examines a direct natural language 
interface (NLI) which provides this human language to SQL 
interface. The DSS should go beyond this ability to provide 
data manipulation on retrieved data. The unique aspects of 
the MIMIR system as demonstrated are:
• integration of databases into the blackboard 
architecture as peers with the typical Knowledge 
Sources,
• inclusion of a LISP-based SQL (structured query 
language) interface through which data sources can 
access the remote databases and,
• querying of multiple databases during the data 
acquisition and presentation process.
In the modern manufacturing facility, timely use of data and 
shop-floor information to monitor schedule progress is 
important. MIMIR demonstrates that the blackboard approach 
provides the benefit of a straightforward integrative design 
approach.
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Lastly, MIMIR, as a prototype, can be extended or further 
optimized in a number of ways. Nonetheless, MIMIR"s 
blackboard structure allows for expansion through inclusion 
of additional knowledge and data sources. As an example, in 
developing MIMIR, the first task was to create the interface, 
blackboard structure and control, which were created to 
facilitate a modular expansion. After these fundamental 
elements were successfully running, each KS or DS was then 
added in an incremental fashion. Aside from added 
development time, there is no architectural reason, that 
additional KS's/DS's could not have been added to increase 
the breadth of MIMIR. Ultimately, the architecture's 
incremental creation potential provides developers with the 
ability to create KS/DS modules as system requirements 
expand.
5.3 Future Research
In developing the extended blackboard architecture and 
prototype, the elegance of the original blackboard 
architecture was evident. For example, separating the 
knowledge into individual expert systems, allows each KS to 
be verified independently. More work, however, can be done 
in the future to optimize the architecture. The following 
section suggests some possible future research directions.
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5.3.1 Parallel Execution
In examining the execution times, some form of parallel or 
concurrent execution of KS/DS could reduce some of the 
overall response time. To execute a KS/DS concurrently, the 
control would have to spawn a new process for the KS/DS. 
This new process would then share time with the blackboard 
process. Such an arrangement could reduce time delays 
arising from the DBMS delay by allowing other processing to 
occur while the database interface waited or processed data.
To execute in parallel, two options are available. If the 
BBS's host computer supported multiple processors and the 
LISP supported multiple processes, the control could initiate 
a parallel execution of each KS/DS when selected. Otherwise, 
the limitation running each KS in the same LISP environment 
as the BBS could be relaxed. By executing a KS on another 
computer, similar to the DS processing, a parallel KS 
execution could be obtained.
5.3.2 Database Interface Extensions
MIMIR1s interface relies on using a virtual terminal for 
communication between the BBS and the DBMS. While effective, 
the interface may not be the most efficient, relying on the 
operating system to transmit characters between processes. 
The present approach forces the interface to remove all of 
the extra characters returned from the DBMS. Also, all the
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data brought into the LISP environment is character-based, 
regardless of the actual format. To avoid this conversion, 
use of LISP's foreign function interface could bring variable 
values directly into LISP. Also, using an imbedded SQL 
interface into the DBMS could eliminate some of the string 
manipulation required to create the SQL query.
5.3.3 Improved LISP Efficiency
A potential limitation of most BBS implementations is the 
reliance on LISP, with its associated memory requirements and 
performance weakness. Hennessey (1992) explores a potential 
improvement by developing Common LISP extensions to Unix's 
shared library. By integrating LISP into the Unix 
environment, similar to C and X Windows support, compiled 
LISP code could be freed from the space demands of a LISP 
interpreter. And, as compiled code, LISP execution time 
should be reduced.
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APPENDIX 1 - LIST OF ACRONYMS
a-KBS an independent knowledge base in an integrated
database system
AEROBA a blackboard-based decision support system
BBl a blackboard system shell
BBS BlackBoard System
B-REP Boundary REPresentation - a three-dimensional CAD
data storage system
CAD Computer Aided Design - a computer application
used to represent parts and components in a 
computer
CAM Computer Aided Manufacturing - a computer
application which automates some portion of the 
manufacturing process
CIM Computer Integrated Manufacturing - an interest in
combining computer applications in manufacturing
CIM Cockpit Information Management - a blackboard
system to aid fighter pilots
CLOS Common Lisp Object System - an object oriented
programming extension to Common LISP
CLP Constraint Logic Programming - a logic programming
language that represents manufacturing constraints
DBMS DataBase Management System
DS Data Source - a module in a blackboard system
DSS Decision Support System
ES Expert System
GBB Generic BlackBoard - a blackboard shell
GSS Global System Simulator - a system that monitors
schedule progress




IDSS Intelligent Decision 
blackboard-based DSS
Support System - a 
a blackboardKBOLS Knowledge Based On-line Simulation
system to conduct OLS
KS Knowledge Source - a module in a blackboard system
KSAR Knowledge Source Activation Record - a record of a
trigger event in a blackboard system
LISP List Processing - a computer language
MIMIR Multiple Integrated Manufacturing Information
Resources
MRP Materials Requirements Planning
MRPII Manufacturing Resources Planning
NLI Natural Language Interface
OLS On-Line Simulation - a real-time simulation of a
shop-floor schedule
OPM a blackboard system which plans trips
0PS5 an artificial intelligence programming language
PROLOG PROgramming LOGic - a first-order logic
programming language
SONIA a blackboard-based schedule management system
SQL Structured Query Language - a computer language
for interacting with relational databases
TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol -
a computer networking standard
TRANSFORMER a blackboard-based assembly planning system
APPENDIX 2 - HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
The following computer hardware was utilized during the 
coding and testing of MIMIR.
• Server - SUN SPARCServer 670MP multi-processor system 
with two CPU's and 64 MB of system memory. This system 
ran on SunOS 4.1.3
• Workstation #1 - SUN SPARC 1 with 24 MB of system 
memory. This system ran on SunOS 4.1.3
• Workstation #2 - SUN SPARC IPC with 24 MB of system 
memory. This system ran on SunOS 4.1.2
The following software was used in the coding and running of 
MIMIR.
• LISP - Sun Common Lisp Development Environment, Version 
4.0.0
• Database - ORACLE relational data manager, Version 6.1
• SQL Interface - ORACLE SQL*PLUS, Version 3.0.6.5.1
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APPENDIX 3 - SAMPLE SESSION
> (load "LOAD-FIL.LIS" )
#P"/home/gumbo/guest/dkoonce/lisp2/LOAD-FIL.LIS"
> (bbsystem)
Starting a database process on GUMBO 
Logging into database as: dkoonce
Welcome to MIMIR 
The Multiple Integrated Manufacturing Information 
Resource Blackboard
The Blackboard System is now ready 
Please enter your question 
— > what is pyro
item description extra description
PORY MAC - NFR NOT FOR RESALE PACKAGE
PORY MAC DISK & MANUAL UPGRADE DISK & MANUAL UPGRADE
PORY MAC UPDATER V 4 .0.1 D/0 UPDATER FINAL ASSEMBLY
Press return to continue
Do you wish the Explain feature to explain the solution
process: y
YOUR QUERY WAS READ AS: what is pyro
THE INTERNAL TRANSLATION OF YOUR QUERY OR A SUB-QUERY 
REQUESTED WAS:
(WHAT_IS "pyro")
THE SOLVER WAS UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE AN EXISTING QUERY TO ANSWER THE 
QUESTION.
Welcome to MIMIR 
The Multiple Integrated Manufacturing Information Resource 
Blackboard
The Blackboard System is now ready 
Please enter your question 
— > Where is hace?
Bin Location Product Description
F16C HACE UTILS 5.25 - NFR
FLOOR HACE UTILS 5.25 REPLACEMENTS
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F04B1 HACE UTILS 5.25 D/M UPGRADE
F15D HACE UTILS 3.5 - NFR
F16C HACE EX PERFORMANCE - NFR
Press return to continue
Do you wish the Explain feature to explain the solution 
process: y
YOUR QUERY WAS READ AS: where is hace
THE INTERNAL TRANSLATION OF YOUR QUERY OR A  SUB-QUERY REQUESTED WAS: 
(LOCATED "hace")
THE SOLVER KNOWLEDGE SOURCE RECOGNIZED A KNOWN QUERY AND PROPOSED: 
((SOLI (WHERE_IS XXX LOCATED) (LOCATION XXX) ("hace")))




The data below was provided by the database system:
("F16C " "HACE UTILS 5.25 - NFR
("FLOOR " "HACE UTILS 5.25 REPLACEMENTS
("F04B1 " "HACE UTILS 5.25 D/M UPGRADE
("F15D " "HACE UTILS 3.5 - NFR
("F16C " "HACE EX PERFORMANCE - NFR
Press return to continue.
Welcome to MIMIR 
The Multiple Integrated Manufacturing Information Resource 
Blackboard
The Blackboard System is now ready 
Please enter your question
— > Can we meet orders for fl from inventory?
Orders for: FL PLUS 3.0 FULL EVAL COMBO 
*** CANNOT be met! ***
Inventory: 0 
Orders: 1




Orders for: FL PLUS MAC ENGL DEMO*NFR ASM FL PLUS MAC v2.X ENGLISH DOM. 












Orders for: FL PLUS FAMILY BROCHURE(2Q/92) FASTLIST ABCD 
*** CANNOT be met! ***
Inventory: -275 
Orders: 4501
Orders for: BROCHURES-FL PLUS MACINTOSH 
*** CANNOT be met! ***
Inventory: 635 
Orders: 1800
Press return to continue.
Do you wish the Explain feature to explain the solution 
process: y
YOUR QUERY WAS READ AS: can we meet orders for fl from inventory
THE INTERNAL TRANSLATION OF YOUR QUERY OR A SUB-QUERY REQUESTED WAS: 
(CAN WE MEET ORDERS FOR "fl" FROM WAREHOUSE)
THE SOLVER WAS UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE AN EXISTING QUERY TO ANSWER THE 
QUESTION.
THE INTERNAL TRANSLATION OF YOUR QUERY OR A SUB-QUERY REQUESTED WAS: 
(WHAT IS ORDER QTY OF "fl")
THE INTERNAL TRANSLATION OF YOUR QUERY OR A  SUB-QUERY REQUESTED WAS: 
(WHAT IS "fl")
THE INTERNAL TRANSLATION OF YOUR QUERY OR A SUB-QUERY REQUESTED WAS: 
(WHAT IS QUANTITY "fl")
THE SOLVER KNOWLEDGE SOURCE RECOGNIZED A KNOWN QUERY AND PROPOSED:
(COMP (#<Level-6 #XBCBE2E> #<Level-6 #XBCBEFE> #<Level-6 #XBCBD06>) 
(COMPLEX-SUB-C1))
THE SOLVER WAS UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE AN EXISTING QUERY TO ANSWER THE 
QUESTION.
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THE SOLVER WAS UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE AN EXISTING QUERY TO ANSWER THE 
QUESTION.
THE SOLVER KNOWLEDGE SOURCE RECOGNIZED A KNOWN QUERY AND PROPOSED: 
((SOL2 (WHAT_IS QUANTITY ON_HAND XXX) (BOH XXX) ("fl")))




The data below was provided by the database system: 
(0 " FL ABCD 3.0 FULL EVAL COMBO ")
(276 " FL ABCD MAC ENGL FULL RETAIL ")
(2 " FL ABCD MAC ENGL DEMO*NFR ASM")
(6 " FL ABCD MAC ENGL REPLMNT DISK")
(96 " FL ABCD MAC ENGL D/M UPGRADE ")
(-275 " FL ABCD FAMILY BROCHURE(2Q/92")
(635 " BROCHURES-FL ABCD MACINTOSH ")
Press Return to Continue
Welcome to MIMIR 
The Multiple Integrated Manufacturing Information Resource 
Blackboard
The Blackboard System is now ready 
Please enter your question 
— > What is quantity of hace and pory?
Quantity on Hand Product Description
7 PORY MAC - NFR
6 PORY MAC DISK & MANUAL UPGRAD
1 PORY MAC UPDATER V 4 .0.1 D/O
Press return to continue
Quantity on Hand Product Description
4 HACE UTILS 5.25 - NFR
4 HACE UTILS 5.25 REPLACEMENTS
2 HACE UTILS 5.25 D/M UPGRADE
6 HACE UTILS 3.5 - NFR
7 HACE EX PERFORMANCE - NFR
Press return to continue
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Do you wish the Explain feature to explain the solution 
process: y
YOUR QUERY WAS READ AS: what is quantity of hace and pory
THE INTERNAL TRANSLATION OF YOUR QUERY OR A SUB-QUERY REQUESTED WAS: 
(WHAT IS QUANTITY "hace" AND "pory")
THE SOLVER KNOWLEDGE SOURCE RECOGNIZED A KNOWN QUERY AND PROPOSED:
((SOL2 (WHAT_IS QUANTITY ON_HAND XXX) (BOH XXX) ("HACE" AND "pory")))
THE DATA DETERMINER FOUND THE DATABASE IMITEMLO HAD THE NECESSARY DATA 
IN
(BOH (QTYONHAND))
FOR: ("hace" AND "pory")
No data was returned by the Database
THE INTERNAL TRANSLATION OF YOUR QUERY OR A SUB-QUERY REQUESTED WAS: 
(WHAT_IS QUANTITY "pory")
THE INTERNAL TRANSLATION OF YOUR QUERY OR A SUB-QUERY REQUESTED WAS: 
(WHAT IS QUANTITY "HACE")
THE SOLVER KNOWLEDGE SOURCE RECOGNIZED A KNOWN QUERY AND PROPOSED: 
((SOL2 (WHAT_IS QUANTITY ONJHAND XXX) (BOH XXX) ("pory")))




The data below was provided by the database system: 
(7 " PORY MAC - NFR ")
(6 " PORY MAC DISK & MANUAL UPGRAD")
(1 " PORY MAC UPDATER V 4 .0.1 D/O ")
THE SOLVER KNOWLEDGE SOURCE RECOGNIZED A KNOWN QUERY AND PROPOSED: 
( (S0L2 (WHAT_IS QUANTITY ON_HAND XXX) (BOH XXX) ("HACE")))




The data below was provided by the database system: 
(4 " HACE UTILS 5.25 - NFR ")
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(4 " HACE UTILS 5.25 REPLACEMENTS ")
(2 " HACE UTILS 5.25 D/M UPGRADE ")
(6 " HACE UTILS 3.5 - NFR ")
(7 " HACE EX PERFORMANCE - NFR ")
Press Return to Continue
Welcome to MIMIR 
The Multiple Integrated Manufacturing Information Resource 
Blackboard
The Blackboard System is now ready 
Please enter your question 
— > q
Thank you for using the system
The following knowledge sources were executed:
NAME NUMBER OF EXECUTIONS AVERAGE TIME TOTAL TIME
ADH 2 7.32698 14.65395
RES 1 1.40644 1.40644
INT 4 19.03357 76.13429
PAR 4 0.45308 1.81230
COM 5 0.02570 0.12851
PRO 9 0.01826 0.16433
DAT 6 0.01331 0.07983
IMI 5 4.22274 21.11371
SOL 5 0.01000 0. 04999
PRE 48 0.89232 42.83112
The following triggers were executed:










































5 times.User queried 
Average time:














Connected to database for 193 seconds.
APPENDIX 4 - BLACKBOARD OBJECTS
(Explain-bb)
#<Level-l #XD1C8A6> is an instance of the class LEVEL-1:
The following slots have allocation :INSTANCE:




QUERY-STRING "can we meet orders for fl from warehouse"
#<Level-2 #XD1C836> is an instance of the class LEVEL-2:





QUERY-REP (CAN_WE MEET ORDERS FOR "fl" FROM WAREHOUSE)
#<Level-2 #XD1F656> is an instance of the class LEVEL-2:





QUERY-REP (WHAT_IS ORDER_QTY OF "fl")
#<Level-2 #XD1C7DE> is an instance of the class LEVEL-2:






#<Level-2 #XD1F526> is an instance of the class LEVEL-2:





QUERY-REP (WHAT_IS QUANTITY "fl")
#<Level-3 #XD1F7EE> is an instance of the class LEVEL-3:
The following slots have allocation :INSTANCE: 







#<Level-3 #XD1F75E> is an instance of the class LEVEL-3: 










(COMP (#<Level-6 #XC0607E> #<Level-6 
# X D 1F 7 2 E > # < L e v e1 - 6 #XC2303E>)
(COMPLEX-SUB-Cl) )
#<Level-3 #XD1F6BE> is an instance of the class LEVEL-3: 






#<Level-3 #XD1F616> is an instance of the class LEVEL-3: 






#<Level-3 #XD1F57E> is an instance of the class LEVEL-3: 










((S0L2 (WHAT_IS QUANTITY ON_HAND XXX) 
XXX) ("fl")))
(BOH
#<Level-4 #XC0D146> is an instance of the class LEVEL-4: 











(IMITEMLO (BOH (QTYONHAND)) ("fl"))
#<Level-5 #XC20FF6> is an instance of the class LEVEL-5: 










((0 " FL ABCD 3.0 FULL EVAL COMBO 
FL ABCD MAC ENGL FULL RETAIL ") (2
") (276 " 
" FL ABCD
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MAC ENGL DEMO*NFR ASM") (6 " FL ABCD MAC ENGL 
REPLMNT DISK") (96 " FL ABCD MAC ENGL D/M 
UPGRADE ") (-275 " FL ABCD FAMILY
BROCHURE (2Q/92") (635 " BROCHURES-FL ABCD 
MACINTOSH "))
#<Level-6 #XD1F72E> is an instance of the class LEVEL-6:











(("FL ABCD 3.0 FULL EVAL COMBO " "
") ("FL ABCD MAC ENGL 
FULL RETAIL " "FL ABCD MAC v2. X ENGLISH DOM. 
") ("FL ABCD MAC ENGL DEMO*NFR ASM " "FL ABCD 
MAC v2. X ENGLISH DOM. ") ("FL ABCD MAC ENGL 
REPLMNT DISKS" "FL ABCD MAC v2. X ENGLISH DOM. 
") ("FL ABCD MAC ENGL D/M UPGRADE " "FL ABCD 
MAC v2. X ENGLISH DOM. ") ("FL ABCD FAMILY 
BROCHURE (2Q/92) " "FASTLIST ABCD
") ("BROCHURES-FL ABCD MACINTOSH " "
"))







#<Level-6 #XC0607E> is an instance of the class LEVEL-6: 











((1 "015-45466-999A" "FL ABCD 3.0 FULL EVAL 
COMBO ") (3 "014-45641-301 " "FL ABCD MAC
ENGL FULL RETAIL ") (8 ”015-32121-302 " "FL
ABCD MAC ENGL DEMO*NFR ASM ") (6
"014-65454-303 " "FL ABCD MAC ENGL REPLMNT 
DISKS") (1 "014-45451-304 " "FL ABCD MAC ENGL 
D/M UPGRADE ") (4501 "700-02545-101 " "FL
ABCD FAMILY BROCHURE (2Q/92) ") (1800
"700-04321-000 " "BROCHURES-FL ABCD MACINTOSH 
"))
(ADHOC ("~%You have asked ~A.~%" "order 
quantity" "order item ~%"
f t________________________________tr it__________________________________________ - %  )
("~10D " "~A " "~A~%"))
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#<Level-6 #XC2303E> is an instance of the class LEVEL-6:





SOLUTION ((0 " FL ABCD 3.0 FULL EVAL COMBO ") {216 "
FL ABCD MAC ENGL FULL RETAIL ") (2 " FL ABCD
MAC ENGL DEMO*NFR ASM") (6 " FL ABCD MAC ENGL 
REPLMNT DISK") (96 " FL ABCD MAC ENGL D/M 
UPGRADE ") (-275 " FL ABCD FAMILY
BROCHURE (2Q/92") (635 " BROCHURES-FL ABCD
MACINTOSH "))
PRESENT (S0L2 ("~%You have asked ~A.~%" "~%Quantit.y
on Hand Product Description~%"
"   %")
(" ~1 OD" " ~A~%"))
#<Level-6 #XC3A59E> is an instance of the class LEVEL-6:
The following slots have allocation :INSTANCE:




SOLUTION "Orders for: FL PLUS 3.0 FULL EVAL COMBO
-%*** CANNOT be 
met! ***-% Inventory: 0~% Orders: 1"
PRESENT NIL
#<Level-6 #XC3A786> is an instance of the class LEVEL-6: 











"Orders for: FL ABCD MAC ENGL FULL RETAIL 
FL ABCD MAC v2. X ENGLISH DOM. ~%Can be met.~% 
Inventory: 276~% Orders: 3"
NIL
#<Level-6 #XC3A96E> is an instance of the class LEVEL-6:
The following slots have allocation :INSTANCE: 




SOLUTION "Orders for: FL ABCD MAC ENGL DEMO*NFR ASM
FL ABCD MAC v2. X ENGLISH DOM. -%*** CANNOT be 
met! ***-% Inventory: 2~% Orders: 8"
PRESENT NIL
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#<Level-6 #XC3AB56> is an instance of the class LEVEL-6: 











"Orders for: FL ABCD MAC ENGL REPLMNT DISKS 
FL ABCD MAC v2. X ENGLISH DOM. -%Can be met.~% 
Inventory: 6~% Orders: 6"
NIL
#<Level-6 #XC3AD3E> is an instance of the class LEVEL-6: 











"Orders for: FL ABCD MAC ENGL D/M UPGRADE 
FL ABCD MAC v2. X ENGLISH DOM. -%Can be met.-- 
Inventory: 96-% Orders: 1"
NIL
#<Level-6 #XC3AF26> is an instance of the class LEVEL-6:
The following slots have allocation :INSTANCE: 




SOLUTION "Orders for: FL ABCD FAMILY BROCHURE(2Q/92)
FASTLIST ABCD ~%*** CANNOT be
met! ***~% Inventory: -275-% Orders:
4501 "
PRESENT NIL
#<Level-6 #XC3B10E> is an instance of the class LEVEL-6:
The following slots have allocation :INSTANCE: 




SOLUTION "Orders for: BROCHURES-FL ABCD MACINTOSH
-%*** CANNOT be 
met! ***-% Inventory: 635-% Orders: 
1800"
PRESENT NIL
APPENDIX 5 - SOURCE CODE
;; FILE: ADHOC.LSP DATE: 3-5-93
f t
;; ADHOC contains the programs and rules for building 
;; ad hoc queries. The supported datbases are listed in 
;; *adhoc-databases*. The queries are generated and 
// called from ADH. Solutions are developed into the 
;; necessary print format and placed on the blackboard.
(in-package "USER")
(defvar *adhoc-databases* ;;Define the supported
'((*imitemlo-adhoc* *imitem-rulebase*) //databases. 
(*immaster-adhoc* *immaster-rulebase*) 
(*ordlines-adhoc* *ordlines-rulebase*)))
*imitemlo-adhoc* - lists necessary attributes to 
identify matching requests.
(defvar *imitemlo-adhoc* '(
(ITEM ((IMITEMLO ITEM) (IMMASTER IMITEMDES1))
("item name" "item description"))
(DESCRIPTION ((IMMASTER ITEMDESl) (IMMASTER ITEMDES2)) 
("item description" "extra description"))
/ *immaster-adhoc* - lists necessary attributes to 
/ identify matching requests.
/
(defvar *immaster-adhoc* '(
(STATUS ((IMMASTER ITEMDESl) (IMMASTER STATUS))
("item description " "item status"))
(PRODUCT__CATAGORY ((IMMASTER PRODCAT) (IMMASTER ITEMDESl))
("product catagory " "item description"))
(AVERAGE_COST ((IMMASTER AVGUNITCST) (IMMASTER ITEMDESl))
("average unit cost " "item description"))
) )
/ *ordlines-adhoc* - lists necessary attributes to 
/ identify matching requests.
r
(defvar *ordlines-adhoc* '(
(ORDER_QTY ((SUM ORDLINES ORDLINEQTY)
(ORDLINES ORDLINEITEM)
(IMMASTER ITEMDESl))





; *imitem-rulebase* - contains the rules to detrmine if 





(R2 (WHAT_IS THE DESCRIPTION OF XXX)
(DESCRIPTION XXX))
) )
; *immaster-rulebase* - contains the rules to detrmine
; if the user's request is in the database.
r
(defvar *immaster-rulebase*
'((R1 (WHAT_IS PRODUCT STATUS OF XXX)
(STATUS XXX))
(R2 (WHAT_IS STATUS OF XXX)
(STATUS XXX))
(R3 (WHAT_IS P RO DUC T_CATAG ORY OF XXX)
(PRODUCT_CATAGORY XXX))




; *ordlines-rulebase* - contains the rules to detrmine
; if the user's request is in the database.
t
(defvar *ordlines-rulebase*




;; (adh) ADH is called if no basic queries can be
;; identified from the initial translation of the user's
;; query. Each rulebase in *adhoc-databases* is checked
;; to determine if a particular database can meet the
;; request. If rules fire to indicate a match, the query
;; is generated and sent to the database interface. Each
;; response is translated into the format strings needed
;; level-6 objects.
(defun ADH ()
(let* ((query (mapcar #'(lambda (X)









;; Check all queries in all rulebases
(setf adhoc-queries (mapcar #'(lambda (Y) (list 
(remove-if #'null (mapcar #'(lambda (X)
(check-adhoc X (list (car Y))) ) 
*adhoc-databases*)) (cadr Y) (car Y))) 
query))
(setf adhoc-queries
(delete-if #'(lambda (X) (null (car X))) adhoc-queries)) 
(if adhoc-queries








(setf adhoc-queries (cdr adhoc-queries))
(if adhoc-query
(and (setf database (cadar adhoc-query)) 
(setf adhoc-query (assoc (caaar adhoc-query)
(eval database)))))
(and adhoc-query
(setf *timer-db* (append (list (timel 
(setf query-response 
(process-query 
(build-adhoc adhoc-query database 
queryl)))))
*timer-db*))
(setf present (build-present adhoc-query
database 
query-response)) 
(make-bb-object 'level-6 (cadr parent)
query-response present))
(if (not adhoc-query)





;;; (check-adhoc '(database rule-list) 'query) checks the 
;;; in each of the rules in rule-list.
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(defun check-adhoc (rules query)




(mapcar #'(lambda (X) (check-rule x query)) 
(eval rulebase)))




) ) );; CHECK-RULE
;; (check-rule 'rule 'query) Performs a recursive 
;; matching search to find queries similar to the rules.
t f
(defun check-rule (rule query)
(cond ((and (equal (caadr rule) 'XXX)
(not
(member '() (mapcar #'stringp (car query))))) 
(car rule))
((and (equal (caadr rule) (caar query))) 




(build-adhoc 'query 'database '("strings"...)) the 
query and database are used to determine which base 
query to modify the meet the user's request.
(defun build-adhoc (query database query-strings)
(let ((tempi '())
(temp2 ' ())
(query-descript (string-right-trim " "
(string-upcase 
(string-append (stringify-name






(setf tempi (assoc (caaddr query) 
*imitemlo-adhoc*))
(setf temp2 (list ':select (cadr tempi)
':from '(IMITEMLO IMMASTER) 












(setf tempi (assoc (caaddr query) 
*immaster-adhoc*))









(setf tempi (assoc (caaddr query) 
*ordlines-adhoc*))
(setf temp2 (list select (cadr tempi)
'-.from '(ORDLINES IMMASTER) 












(build-present 'query 'databse 'response)) Based on 
the field width and field description, a format code 
and title string are created to print the results in a 
tabular format.







(setf tempi (assoc (caaddr query) 
*imitemlo-adhoc*) )
(setf temp2 (caddr tempi))
)(*immaster-rulebase*
(setf tempi (assoc (caaddr query) 
*immaster-adhoc*))
(setf temp2 (caddr tempi))
)
(*ordlines-rulebase*
(setf tempi (assoc (caaddr query) 
*ordlines-adhoc*))
(setf temp2 (caddr tempi))
)
)
(setf tempi (add-strings temp2 response))
(setf temp2 (add-return (format-options tempi (car
response))))
(list 'adhoc (append '("~%You have asked ~A.~%") 
tempi) temp2)))
;;; ADD-STRINGS
;;; (add-strings 1(title-strings) ’response)) Add-strings 
;;; creates the title-strings and header strings for 
;;; each field in the response.
t i t





(mapcar #'compare-lengths in-strings (car 
response))))
(setf dash-strings (add-return






;;; (compare-lengths 'title ’response-line) Each title
;;; string is compared with the associated response value.
;;; Spaces are added to the title if it is too short.
I l l
(defun compare-lengths (title response)
(let ( (title-length '())
(string-length '()) )
(cond ( (numberp response) 
title)
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(t (setf title-length (length title))
(setf string-length (length response))
(if (> string-length title-length) 
(string-append title 
(make-string (+ 2 (- string-length 
title-length))
:initial-element #\Space)) 
(string-append title " "))))))
;;; FORMAT-OPTIONS
;;; (format-options 'title 'response-list) Based on the
;;; type of field in responese (INTEGER, REAL, STRING) the 
;;; proper format code is returned.
(defun format-options (in-strings response)
(mapcar
#'(lambda (X Y)
(cond ( (integerp Y)
(string-append "~10D"















;;; (add-return 'strings) Simply adds a return code to the 
;;; last string.
(defun add-return (strings)
(append (reverse (cdr (reverse strings)))





;; FILE: BBCONT.LSP DATE: 2-2-93
f t
;; BBCONTROL contains the control and execution programs
;; for the blackboard. BBCONTROL will call the trigger
;; programs to evaluate the blackboard, select the
;; desired knowledge source and continue until a
;; terminating state is reached.
in-package "USER")
; Define the list that holds the executed konwledge 
; sources.
; Define the exit flag for the blackboard.
; Define the handle for the audit file stream.











(execute-ks '(KS)) Executes knowledge source KS.
(defun execute-ks (ks-list)
(setf *timer-ks* (append *timer-ks* (list
(list (car ks-list)
(timel (eval ks-list)) )))) 




(nsubst 'X ks-list trigger-list)
(setf trigger-list (remove 'X trigger-list))
)
BBSYSTEM
(bbsystem) Runs the whole blackboard. During each 
step of the processing, all triggers are evaluated and 
a knowledge source is selected and executed.
(defun bbsystem () ;;
(with-open-file ;; Open a trail file
(*trail-file* "blackboard.trail"
;; to record progress 





(if *db-ready* () (start-database))
(setf bb-terminate ())
(do
Log on to db 
if not currently 
logged on.
Set exit flag 
to nil 
Do
(bb-step-counter 1 (1+ bb-step-counter)))
(bb-terminate
(format *trail-file*














(timel (eval X)) )) 
triggers) ))














(choose '(trigger-list)) Selects the appropriate 
trigger.
(defun choose-ks (trigger-list)
(cond ((null trigger-list) '())




(check-explain) Asks if the user would like an 








(let ((answer ' ()))
(format *standard-output*
"~2%Do you wish the Explain feature to explain the
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solution process: ")
(setf answer (string-right-trim " " (read-line)))
(if (member answer '("Y" "y" "yes" "YES") :test 
'equal)
(and (explain) (setf *explain-flag* "T))




;;; (erase-bb) This function erases the blackboard and
;;; deletes all objects from the object manager. The 
;;; special variable assignment of 'bbstruct can corrupt 
;;; the representation of the (setf bbstruct ...)
;;; in this function. If this occurs, the file is
;;; reloaded to restore functionality.
(defun erase-bb ()
(make-instances-obsolete 'level-1) 
(make-instances-obsolete 1 level-2) 
(make-instances-obsolete 'level-3) 
(make-instances-obsolete 'level-4) 



















(setf bbstruct '(() () () () () ()))
(setf trigger-list '())
(if (not (equal bbstruct '(() () () () () ())))
(and (load "bbcont.lsp") (erase-bb)))
)
;;; ADD-TIMES
(defun add-times (new-times avg-times)
(cond ((null new-times) avg-times)
(t (add-times (cdr new-times)




(let ((old-time (assoc (caar 
new-times) avg-times))
(new-time (car new-times))) 
(list (list (car new-time)






(initialize-trail) Places the current time in the 
trail file.
(defun initialize-trail ()




;; (print-stats) prints the statistical measures of the 
;; blackboard systems performance.
(defun print-stats ()
(format *standard-output*
"~%~%The following knowledge sources were 
executed:~%")
(format *standard-output*
"NAME NUMBER OF EXECUTIONS AVERAGE TIME
TOTAL TIME~%")
(format *standard-output*II____  _______________________  ______________
(mapcar #'(lambda (X)
(format *standard-output*
"~A ~4D ~12,5F ~13,5F~%"




"~%The following triggers were executed:~%") 
(format * standard-output*
"NAME NUMBER OF EXECUTIONS AVERAGE TIME
TOTAL TIME~%")
(format *standard-output*I _____ ____
(mapcar #'(lambda (X) (format *standard-output*
"~10A ~4D -12,5F ~13#5F~%"









(list (car X) 0 0)) 
triggers))
(let ((int-counter 0) (pre-counter 0)
(int-time 0) (pre-time 0)
)
(loop
for X in *timer-user* 
do
(if (equal 'PRE (car X))
(and (incf pre-counter)
(setf pre-time (+ (cadr X) pre-time))) 
(and (incf int-counter)




"~% User queried -2D times.~% Average time:
-12,5F"
int-counter (div int-time int-counter))
(format * standard-output*
" Total time:-11,5F seconds.~%" int-time) 
(format * standard-output*
"~% Waited for a user response -2D times.~% Average 
time: -12,5F"
pre-counter (div pre-time pre-counter))
(format * standard-output*




"-%-% Database accesed -2D times.~% Average time:
-12,5F"
(length *timer-db*) (div (eval (append 1(+) 
*timer-db*)) (length *timer-db*)))
(format * standard-output*
" Total time:~12,5F seconds"




;;; (div # #) Divide the numerator by the denominator if 
;;; not a divide by zero operation.
r  }  /
(defun div (num denom)
(if (zerop denom) 0 (/ num denom)))
END of BBCONT.LSP
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;; FILE: BBCREATE.LSP DATE:1-24-93
f t
;; This file contains functions used to create objects 
;; for the blackboard. Objects on the blackboard are 
;; referenced in the structure 'bbstruct.
(in-package "USER")
;; MAKE-BB-OBJECT class &rest arguments
;; (make-bb-object 1level-X A B ...) Creates an object
;; and places the object name on the blackboard.
/ /
(defun make-bb-object (class &rest arguments)




(setq temp-object (eval 
(make-instance 'level-1 :object-number temp-num 
:level-number (incf *level-l-counter*) 
:parent-number nil 
:query (car arguments))))








(pushnew (list temp-num temp-object)
(cadr bbstruct)))
((equal class 'level-3)
(setq temp-object (eval 




(pushnew (list temp-num temp-object)
(caddr bbstruct)))
((equal class 'level-4)
(setq temp-object (eval 




(pushnew (list temp-num temp-object)
(nth 3 bbstruct)))
((equal class 'level-5)
(setq temp-object (eval 
(make-instance 'level-5 :object-number temp-num 
:level-number (incf *level-5-counter*)
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:parent-number (car arguments) 
:data-val (cadr arguments))))
(pushnew (list temp-num temp-object)
(nth 4 bbstruct)))
((equal class 'level-6)
(setq temp-object (eval 





(pushnew (list temp-num temp-object)
(nth 5 bbstruct)))
(t * () ))
) )
;; initialize object symbol counter
(gensym "object-") ;; Give the symbol generator a name
;; string.
(gensym 0) ;; Initialize the counter.
/ f
;; Define the blackboard structure as a variable named
• • 1 VlVl <3 1” Til H1“
(defvar bbstruct '( () () () () () () ))
;;; DESCRIBE-BB-OBJECT object-list
;;; (describe-bb-object '(object-name object-number))
;;; Calls LISP'S descibe facility to describe the object.
r  r  t
(defun describe-bb-object (object-list)
(describe (cadr object-list)))
;;; DESCRIBE-ALL-OBJECTS list-of-object-lists 
;;; (describe-all-objects 'bbstruct) Prints the
;;; description of each object on the blackboard.
/ } f
(defun describe-all-objects (lists)
(cond ((null lists) t)




;;; (explain-bb) Describes all of the objects on the 
;;; blackboard.
} / }
(defun explain-bb ()(describe-all-objects bbstruct))
;;; GET-OBJECTS level
;;; (get-objects 'level-x) Returns the list of all objects 
;;; on level-x of the blackboard.
(defun get-objects (level) nth (1- level) bbstruct))
;; Define the list that holds requests for specific 




;;; FILE: BBOBJECT.LSP 
/ / /;;; BBOBJECT describes all of the objects that can be 
;;; placed on the blackboard.
/
(in-package "USER")
;;; CLASS - BBOBJECT
/ / r
;;; BB-OBJECT is the parent class of all of the objects 
;;; on the blackboard.




(level-number :initarg :level-number 
:type list)








;;; CLASS - LEVEL-1









;;; CLASS - LEVEL-2
t  t  r
;;; Level-2 objects are placed on the blackboard 








;;; CLASS - LEVEL-3
f / t








;;; CLASS - LEVEL-4 
/ / /
;;; Level-4 objects contain specific data requirements 







;;; CLASS - LEVEL-5
/ f f
;;; Level-5 objects contain the specific data values 
;;; requested on level-4.







;;; CLASS - LEVEL-6
f / f










END of file BBOBJECT.LSP
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;; FILE: COMPLEXQ.LSP DATE: 3-11-93 
/ /;; COMPLEXQ contains the functions to support multiple 
;; queries that are needed to answer complex queries from 
;; the user.
(in-package "USER")
; Define the queries that are recognized by the complex 
; query determiner.
f
(defvar *complex-queries* ' (
(Cl (CAN_WE MEET ORDERS FOR XXX FROM WAREHOUSE))
) )
; Define the information needed by the resolver to 
; process the solution.
(defvar *complex-sub-queries* '(
(Cl ((what_is order_qty of XXX)
(what_is XXX)




;; (com) checks the initial query to determine if any of 
;; the known complex queries matches the user's query.




(cadar (get-objects 2)) 'query-rep)) 
(easy-break (break-for-condition initial-query))




(if easy-break (mapcar #'(lambda (X)
(make-bb-object 'LEVEL-2
(cadar (get-objects 2)) 
X)) easy-break)
(setf queries
(remove-if #'null (mapcar #'(lambda (X) 











(assoc (caar queries) 
*complex-sub-queries*))
) ) ) ) 
) ) (make-bb-object 'level-3 parent-object 
(list 'COMP created-objects





;;; (insert-strings-into-queries '(strings) '(queries))
;;; Based on the user's query, sub queries are combined
;;; with search strings to generate the proper query.
rtf
(defun insert-strings-into-queries (strings queries)
(setf *dirty-little-global-variable* strings)
(mapcar '(lambda (X)
(append (set-difference X (member 'XXX X)) 
*dirty-little-global-variable*
(cdr (member 'XXX X))))
(cadr queries))
);;; CHECK-CQUERY
;;; (check-cquery solution query-rep)) check each query
;;; against possible solutions.
f r /
(defun check-cquery (solution query-rep)
(comp-clists query-rep (cadr solution)
(car solution) '()))
;;; COMP-CLISTS
;;; (comp-clists sol-list sol value) comp-clists matches
;;; element for element in a list to determine if a query 
;;; matches a known complex query.
/ / /







((equal (car query-list) (car sol-list)) 
(comp-clists (cdr query-list)
(cdr sol-list) sol value))









;; (break-for-condition '(query)) If an 'AND or 'OR is in











;; (break-at 'CONDITION query-list) Given a symbol
;; condition, all strings are removed and the basic query 
;; is extracted.
(defun break-at (CONDITION query-list)
(let* ((base-query (remove-if #'stringp query-list)) 
(base-query (set-difference base-query
(member condition query-list))) 
(strings (get-strings query-list )))
(mapcar #'(lambda (X) (append base-query X)) 
strings)))
;; GET-STRINGS
;; (get-strings query) extracts the strings in a query.
/ t
(defun get-strings (query-list)
(do* ((query query-list (cdr query))
(element (car query) (car query))
(string-list 1())
(in-string '()))
( (null query) string-list)









(setf string-list (append 
(list (list element)) 
string-list)))




;; (complex-sub-cl soil sol2 sol3) is the resolver's 
;; function to combine the sub-query solutions to 
;; determine which orders can be met from the inventory.
(defun complex-sub-Cl (X Y Z)
(let* ( (orders (slot-value X 'solution))
(descript (slot-value Y 'solution))
(boh (slot-value Z 'solution))
(solution '())
(loop for X in orders
for Y in descript
for Z in boh
do (and (strings (substring (caddr X) 0 29)
(substring (car Y) 0 29))
(string= (substring (caddr X) 0 28)
(substring (cadr Z) 1 29))
(setf solution
(append solution
(list (list (car X) (car Z)





(cond ((> (car X) (cadr X))
(string-append "Orders for: "
(caddr X) " "
(cadddr X)
"*** CANNOT be met! ***-%"





(t (string-append "Orders for: " (caddr X)I I
(cadddr X)
"Can be met.~%"




) ) ) )
solution)
;;; END of COMPLEXQ
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FILE: DATADET.LSP DATE: 2-10-93
DATEDET contains the rules and programs that determine 
which data elements in the database are relevent to 
the problem solution.
(in-package "USER")
;; Define the data fields 
;; supported databases, 
(defvar db-data-fields
recognized for each of the
























(dat) Places an object on the blackboard for each 
data requirement that the database can supply.
(defun DAT (level enter-code parent-object)
(let ((data-need (get-data-requirements 
(slot-value (cadar parent-object)
(if data-need (mapcar #'(lambda (X)
(make-bb-object 'level-4
(cadar parent-object) X)) 
data-need))))
;;; GET-DATA-REQUIREMENTS
;;; (get-data-requirements solution) If the object is not 
;;; a message from adhoc or complexq, the matching fields 
;;; in the database are returned.
(defun get-data-requirements (solution)
(if (or (equal solution '(NO ADHOC QUERY))
(equal (car solution) 'COMP))'()
(remove-if 'null (mapcar #'(lambda (X)
(match-data-in-db (cddar solution) X)) 
db-data-fields))))
MATCH-DATA-IN-DB
(match-data-in-db solution database) Called for each 
database to see if the data is in the particular 
database.
(defun match-data-in-db (solution database)
(if (assoc (caar solution) (caddr database))
(list (car database) (assoc (caar solution)
(caddr database)) (cadr solution))))
;; END of DATADET.LSP
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FILE: DBFUN3.LSP
This file contains the functions needed to manipulate 
queries and retrieve data from the database.
(in-package "USER") ;; Place functions in "user" package. 
;; Define the database relations supported by the 
;; interface
(defconstant user_relations '(ARMASTER GLACTCDE IMITEMLO
IMMASTER ORDCOMME ORDHEAD 
ORDLINES ORDSPCHA PRICEMAT 
PRODCAT REG_CUST REG_MKT 
REG_PROD REG_SER 
) )









/;/ (get-attribute-type table attribute) This function
;;; takes a table name and attribute name and returns a
;;; list of (attribute type length).
f f t
(defun get-attribute-type (tableattribute)
(let ( (table (car tableattribute))
(attribute (cadr tableattribute)))
(cond ((member table select-options)
(list table 'NUMBER '(24)))
((not (assoc table relations))
(setq *invalid-query* (cons (list 'ERROR 
'001 'table table 'not 'found) 
*invalid-query*)))
((not (assoc attribute
(cadr (assoc table relations)))) 
(setq *invalid-query* (cons (list 'ERROR 
'002 'attribute attribute 'not 
'in 'table table) 
*invalid-query*)))
(assoc attribute (cadr (assoc table relations))))
) ;; END of cond
) ;; END of let
) ;; END of get-attribute-type
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;; PROCESS-QUERY
;; FUNCTION: (process-query query-list)
/ /;; This function will process a query in list form into
;; the string needed to run the database query.
;; QUERY-LIST -> (:SELECT ((table attribute)
;; (table attribute) . ..)
;; :FROM (table table ...)















(if *db-ready* (or (format *database-stream*
"set line ~A~%"





(format *database-stream* "~A;~%~A" 
query-string #\Return)) 
(print "ERROR database not ready")
) ;; END of IF
(finish-output *database-stream*)
(sleep .75)




) ;; End of DO
(setf response-list (mapcar #'(lambda (X)

















This function returns the select portion of the 
query list.
(defun get-select (query)
(cond ((not (equal ':SELECT (car query)))






This function returns the from portion of the query 
list.
(defun get-from (query)
(cond ((not (equal ':FROM (caddr query)))
(setq *invalid-query* (cons '(ERROR 004) 
*invalid-query*)))
(t (cadr (member ':FROM query)))))
GET-WHERE
FUNCTION: (get-where query-list)
This function returns the where portion of the query 
list if it exists.
(defun get-where (query)
(cond ((not (member 1-.WHERE query)) '())
(t (cadr (member ’:WHERE query)))))
GET-GROUP
FUNCTION: (get-group query-list)
This function returns the group portion of the query 
list if it exists.
(defun get-group (query)
(cond ((not (member 1:GROUP_BY query)) '())
(t (cadr (member 1:GROUP_BY query)))))
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;;; STRINGIFY-QUERY
;;; FUNCTION: (stringify-query query-list)
;;; This function converts the query into a string.
(defun stringify-query (query-list)
(let ( (attrib-string (string-right-trim "
(stringify-attributes
(get-select query-list))))







)(if (equal where-string " ") ()(setq where-string
(string-append "WHERE " where-string))
) ;; END of IF
(if (equal group-string " ") ()(setq group-string
(string-append "GROUP BY " group-string)) 
) ;; END of IF
(string-append 1 SELECT " attrib-string 
" FROM " table-string 
" " where-string " " group-string)
) ;; END of LET
) ;; END of stringify-query
;;; STRINGIFY-ATTRIBUTES
;;; FUNCTION: (stringify-attributes attribute-list)
;;; This function takes the attribute list and produces a 
;;; string of attributes to be passed to the database.
/ / /
(defun stringify-attributes (attribute-list)
(cond ((member (caar attribute-list) select-options) 
(string-append (string (caar attribute-list))
" (" (string (cadar attribute-list))
"." (string (caddar attribute-list)) ")" 














(defvar select-options '(SUM COUNT AVG MIN MAX))
;; STRINGIFY-TABLES
;; FUNCTION: (stringify-tables table-list)
;; This function takes the table list and produces a 
;; string of tables to be passed to the database.
r r
(defun stringify-tables (table-list)
(cond ((not (null table-list))
(string-append (string (car table-list))




;; FUNCTION: (stringify-where where-clause)
;; This function takes the list of where clauses and 
;; produces a string to be passed to the database.
f t
(defun stringify-where (where-clause)
(cond ((null where-clause) " ")

























(t (setq *invalid-query* (cons '(ERROR 005) 
*invalid-query*)))
) ;; END of COND
) ;; END of STRINGIFY-WHERE
;;; STRINGIFY-CONDITION
;;; FUNCTION: (stringify-condition condition) Concatenates




(cond ((equal 2 (length condition))
(string-append (string (car condition))If I
(string (cadr condition))))
( (stringp (car condition))
(car condition))
(t (write-to-string (car condition)))))
;;; COMP-COND
;;; FUNCTION: (comp-cond clause)
;;; Makes sure that a proper comparison operator 
;;; is used in a where comparison.
r r f
(defun comp-cond (clause)
(if (and (equal 3 (length clause))
(member (caadr clause)
1 (= ! = A= < > > > = <  <= like)))
(if (good-conditions (car clause) (caddr clause)) 
t
(and (setq *invalid-query* (cons







;;; FUNCTION: (good-conditions a-clause b-clause)
;;; Good-conditions checks to see if both ends of the 
;;; comparison are good conditions.
/ t /
(defun good-conditions (a-clause b-clause)









;; FUNCTION: (valid-type value type)
;; Make sure that the comparison value and field type are 
;; compitable.
I r
(defun valid-type (value type)
(cond ((and (typep value 'STRING)
(equal type 'CHAR))
t)





;; FUNCTION: (good-condition clause-part)
;; Check each specific condition for proper values.
r r
(defun good-condition (clause-part)
(cond ((null clause-part) nil)
( (not (listp clause-part)) nil)




(t (and (setq *invalid-query*







;; FUNCTION: (in-cond clause)
;; Determine if the query contains an "in" type condition 
;; to guide the stringing of the query.
/ f
(defun in-cond (clause)
(if (and (equal 3 (length clause))
(member (caadr clause)
' (in !=all =any >any >=any <any 
<=any =all >all >=all <all <=all 
exists)))













;;; FUNCTION: (and-or-not-cond clause)
/;; Determine if an AND, OR or NOT condition is present in
;;; the where section of the query.
/ / /
(defun and-or-not-cond (clause)
(if (and (member (car clause) ’(and not or))
(equal 1 (length clause))) 
t nil ))
;;; STRINGIFY-GROUP
;;; FUNCTION: (stringify group-clause)




(if (null group-clause) " "
(car group-clause)))
;;; A-CLAUSE
;;; FUNCTION: (a-query query-list)









;; FUNCTION: (get-db-response db-stream)
;; This function creates a file containing all of the 




















(if(< (file-position *out-file*) 




char) (and (setq *abnormal-exit* 
(setq exit-cond 't))) 


















[or (setq *abnormal-exit* '()) 





Process-attrib-list takes each element of the 




(mapcar 'process-element attrib-list)) 
PROCESS-ELEMENT
FUNCTION: (process-element attribute)
Process-element uses the defined column width and the 
length of variable name to determine the expected 
length of the string containing the database response.
(defun process-element (attribute)
(if (equal i 0) nil (setq i (+ 1 i)))
(cond
((equal 'CHAR (cadr attribute))
(list (car attribute) 
i
(setq i (+ i (caaddr attribute)))
’CHAR))




(setq i (+ i
(truncate (caaddr attribute))))
’NUMBER))
((equal 'DATE (cadr attribute))
(list (car attribute) 
i




;;; FUNCTION: (process-db-string db-string)
;;; Process-db-string will break the database string by 














(read-char-no-hang *in-file* '() #\Newline)) 
(if (member 1-char 1(#\Newline #\Page)
:test ’equal) ()
(unread-char 1-char *in-file*))
(setf cur-line (read-line *in-file* '() '()))
(if cur-line
(and (setf cur-line (string-right-trim " "
cur-line)) 







;;; FUNCTION: (break-response response-list
;;; attribute-list) Processes each line of the response
;;; until the sql prompt is read.
/ft
(defun break-response (response-list attribute-list)
(cond ((null response-list) ())
((string= "SQL" (car response-list)) '())
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(t (cons (process-line (car response-list) 
attribute-list)
(break-response (cdr response-list) 
attribute-list)))
;;; PROCESS-LINE
;;; FUNCTION: (process-line data-string attribute-list)
;;; For each attribute in the attribute list, the response 
;;; value in the response line is converted to the proper 
;;; format.
f f f
(defun process-line (data-string attribute-list)
(cond ( (string= data-string " ") '())
( (string= data-string (string #\Return)) '())
((null attribute-list) '())
(t (append (get-data-element-string data-string





;;; Returns the attribute from the string.
t f t
(defun get-data-element-string (data-string attribute)
(cond ( ;; no data left in string
(< (length data-string) (+ 1 (cadr attribute) ))
' 0 )
( ;; data less than column width 
(> (length data-string) (+ 1
(caddr attribute)))
(if (equal '(NUMBER) (last attribute))
(list (read-from-string data-string






(t (if (equal '(NUMBER) (last attribute))
(list (read-from-string data-string 
' () -999
:start (cadr attribute)
:end (- (length data-string 0))
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) )(list (substring data-string
(cadr attribute)





;; FUNCTION: (strip-lines response attributes)
;; removes the page breaks, carrige returns and line 
;; feeds in the response.
/ /
(defun strip-lines (response attributes)
(mapcar #'(lambda (X)
(cond ((member (char X 0)
' (#\Page #\Newline #\Return))
' 0 )





removes the tail lines of the database response until 
the actual data is reached.
(defun strip-tail (response)
(cond ((null response) ())
((and (< 18 (length (string-right-trim 
' (#\Space #\Return #\Newline)
(car (last response)) )))
(string= ".detceles sdroce"
(substring (reverse 
(car (last response))) 1 17))) 
(reverse (cddr (reverse response))))
(t (strip-tail (cdr (reverse response))))))








FILE: DBINT.LSP DATE: 10/06/92
This file contains the code necessary to establish 










Define the name and password for the database. 
Users can change the ID and PASSWORD by 
redefining the system variables.
(defvar *database-login-id*
"XXXXXXX"






















"This variable reports when database 
is connected and ready")
(defvar *db-try-limit*
20
"This is the number of times we 
will try to read db prompt")
(defvar *first-db-access* ())
(defvar *db-start-time* ()
"this variable is assigned the current 
time when the database is started")
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;;; WAIT loops
;;; (wait loops) This function forces the interpreter to 
;;; wait for over loops seconds.
f f f
(defun wait (loops)
(do ( (i 0 (1+ i)) )
((>= i loops))
(or (sleep2 0.01) (format *standard-output* "."))
) ;; END of DO
) ;; END of WAIT
;;; SLEEP2 seconds
;;; (sleep2 time) Sleep2 records the entering time and 
;;; does not return control until the current time 
;;; surpasses the entering time plus "time".




((> (- curtime intime) time))
) ;; END of DO
) ;; END of SLEEP2
;;; START-DATABASE
;;/ (start-database) This function starts the database 
;;; and sets the database stream *database-stream* to the























(princ "ERROR - Database not ready")
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) ;; END of IF
) ;; END of START-DATABASE
;;; LOGIN-TO-DATABASE stream
;;; (login-to-database db-stream) This function is called




"~%Logging into database as: ~A 1 
*database-login-id*)
(wait 2)






) ;; END of LOGIN-TO-DATABASE
;;; TYPE-U stream
;;; (type-u stream) Type-u is a function that will read
;;; characters from the stream defined when called.
;;; Type-u will then print each character until the end of
;;; the stream is reached.
(defun type-u (stream)




) ;; END of DO
) ;; END of TYPE-U
;;; GET-STREAM-TO-STRING
;;; (get-stream-to-string stream) Get-stream-to-string 
;;; will force the input stream to finish all output 










(setq *db-string* (string-append *db-string*
(string char)))
) ;; END of DO
) ;; END of LET
) ;; END of GET-STREAM-TO-STRING
;;; KILL-DB
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;; (kill-db) Kill-db will terminate the remote database 
;; process!
(defun kill-db ()
(format *database-stream* "~%quit~%exit~%") 
(finish-output *database-stream*)
(setf *db-ready* '() )
(format *standard-output*
"Connected to database for ~D seconds.~%"
(- (get-universal-time) *db-start-time*))
t)
;; GET-DATABASE-PROMPT stream counter 
;; (get-database-prompt stream integer)
;; Get-database-prompt flushes output from the database 
;; stream and gets the stream to a query input point.
t /
(defun get-database-prompt (db-stream counter)
(setf *db-ready* ())
(if (>= counter *db-try-limit*)
(format * standard-output*






(cond ((< 6 (length *db-string*))
(setq check_string
(reverse (substring *db-string* 0 5))) 
(sleep2 1)
(format * standard-output* ".")
(if (string= " >LQS" check_string) 
















(format stream "SET LINESIZE 500~%")
(sleep2 1)
(format stream "SET NEWPAGE 0~%")
(sleep2 1)
(format stream "SET PAGESIZE 1000-%")
(sleep2 1)
(format stream "SET HEADING OFF~%")
(sleep2 1)
(format stream "SET TAB OFF~%")
(sleep2 1)
















;; END of DBINT.LSP
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FILE: EXPLAIN.LSP DATE: 3-10-93
EXPLAIN contains the functions to explain the line of 
processing for the user.
(in-package "USER")
EXPLAIN
(explain) gathers all of the objects on the blackboard 
above level 6 and creates a level 6 object describing 
the object. Objects are placed on level 6 based on 
their chronological order.
(defun explain ()







(reverse (get-objects 1))) 
(reverse (get-objects 2))) 
(reverse (get-objects 3))) 
(reverse (get-objects 4))) 
(reverse (get-objects 5)))
(setf level-l-objects (mapcar #'(lambda (X)
(process-object 'LI X)) 
level-l-objects))
(setf level-2-objects (mapcar #'(lambda (X)
(process-object 'L2 X)) 
level-2-objects))
(setf level-3-objects (mapcar #'(lambda (X)
(process-object 'L3 X)) 
level-3-objects))
(setf level-4-objects (mapcar #'(lambda (X)
(process-object 'L4 X)) 
level-4-objects))
(setf level-5-objects (mapcar #'(lambda (X)
(process-object 'L5 X)) 
level-5-objects))
(mapcar #'(lambda (X)
(make-bb-object 'level-6 nil (cdr X))) 


















;;; (process-object level object) Given the object and its
;;; level, process-object creates a print string that
;;; describes the data in the object.
r  }  r
(defun process-object (level object)
(let ((temp-storage '()) )
(append (list (slot-value (cadr object)
'object-number))
(case level
(LI (string-append "YOUR QUERY WAS READ AS: "
(slot-value (cadr object) "query-string))
)
(L2 (string-append
"THE INTERNAL TRANSLATION OF YOUR"









"THE SOLVER KNOWLEDGE SOURCE RECOGNIZED" 




"THE SOLVER WAS UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE"








"THE DATA DETERMINER FOUND THE DATABASE " 
(write-to-string (car temp-storage))















"The data below was provided by the 1 
"database system: " (string #\Newline) 
(write-list-to-string temp-storage))






;; (write-list-to-string list) Appends the




(if (null inlist) ""







Functions supplies some often used functions that I 




(substring string start end) Substring is a simple 
function to return a substring from the input string 
given the start and end designators. At present 
substring does no checking of input values. I find it 
so useful that I cannot understand why it’s not in 
LISP!
(defun substring (istring start end)
(let ((temp-string ""))
(do ((i start (1+ i)))
((= i end))
(setq temp-string (string-append 
temp-string
(string (char istring i)))))
temp-string))
STRING-INSERT
(string-insert new-string old-string place)
Does just what it says it does.
(defun string-insert (newstring oldstring place)
(and (stringp newstring)
(stringp oldstring)
(<= place (length oldstring))







(length-string string length) Add's #\Space 
characters to the end of string until it meet the 
specified length.
(defun length-string (instring len)
(string-append instring




;;; END of FUNCTIONS.LSP
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;; FILE: IMITEMLO.LSP DATE:2-16-93
t /;; IMITEMLO contains the knowledge source for the 
;; inventory master item location data file.
(in-package "USER")




1((imql (:select ((imitemlo binlocstock)
(immaster itemdesl))
:from (imitemlo immaster)
:where (((imitemlo item) (=) (immaster item)) 
(and)
((imitemlo stocklo) (like) ("I%1%1")) 
(and)
((immaster itemdesl) (like) xxx))) 
(descript-string 'xxx))
(imq2 (:select ((imitemlo qtyonhand)
(immaster itemdesl))
:from (imitemlo immaster)
:where (((imitemlo item) (=) (immaster item)) 
(and)
((imitemlo stocklo) (like) ("'%1%'")) 
(and)




;; (imi level data-object) creates the query and places
;; the results on the blackboard at level 5.
r f
(defun IMI (level data-object)




(car (last object-data))))) 
(descript-string (string-right-trim " "
(string-append "'%"
where-string "%'"))) 









(setf query-list (subst (list descript-string)
'xxx query))
(setf *timer-db* (append (list (timel 
(setf query-response
(reraove-if #'null (process-query 
query-list)))))
*timer-db*))
(make-bb-object 'level-5 data-object query-response)
)
STRINGIFY-REQS
(stringify-reqs database reqs) produces the lovely 
little table.attribute format strings that SQL 
requires.
(defun stringify-reqs (database reqs)
(cond ((null reqs) " ")
(t (string-append (string database)




(stringify-name strings) Appends the strings with 
spaces between them.
(defun stringify-name (in-strings)
(cond ((null in-strings) "")




;;; END of IMITEMLO.LSP
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FILE: INTERFACE.LSP DATE:1-25-93
This file contains the to level functions to 
query the user for a suitable database query.
(in-package "USER")
;;; INT
;;; (int level context) Simply prints the introductory 
;;; message and reads the user's query. Unless the query 
;;; is "q" or "quit", the query is placed on the 
;;; blackboard.




(if (equal 'F *db-ready*)
(start-database))
(if (equal 'F *db-ready*)
(error "database not responding"))
(format *standard-output* "~45%")
(format *standard-output*
"Welcome to MIMIR - The Multiple Integrated") 
(format *standard-output*
" Manufacturing Information Resource Blackboard") 
(format *standard-output*
"~%The Blackboard System is now ready ~%")
(format *standard-output*
" Please enter you question~% — > ")
(setf user-time (timel (setq user-query (read-line)))) 
(setf *timer-user*
(append *timer-user*
(list (list 'INT user-time))))










(princ "Thank you for using the system")
(setf bb-terminate t) 
t)
;;; END of INTERFACE.LSP
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FILE: PARSER.LSP DATE:2-3-93
PARSER contains the knowledge source needed to 
interpret the user's query and translate it into the 
internal form. Actually, "Parser" is somewhat of a 
misnomer. The user's query is not parsed in the 
strict definition; patterns in the query are matched 
to known words to create the substitutions.
(in-package "USER")
Define the known words (as their strings) 
words (as symbols).
and the new



































(par level 1 object) 


































the internal format of the
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(defun PAR (object-level task object)
(cond ((equal 1 task)




;; (parse-query query) Parse-query strips the 









;; (parse-string string) breaks the string up into 
;; smaller strings at each word.
(defun parse-string (object-string)
(do ((st-len (length object-string))
(st-pointer 0 (+ st-pointer 1))
(last-sp -1 )
(qlist ' ()))
((equal st-len st-pointer) qlist)
(if (equal (char object-string st-pointer) 
#\Space)
(and
(setf qlist (append qlist
(list (substring object-string 
(+ 1 last-sp) 
st-pointer))))
(setf last-sp st-pointer)))
(if (equal st-len (+ 1 st-pointer))
(setf qlist (append qlist





;; (string-strip char-list string) String-strip takes a 
;; list of character strings and removes them from the 
;; string.
(defun string-strip (char-list istring)
(cond ((equal istring "") "")
((member (substring istring 0 1) char-list 
:test 'equal)
(string-strip char-list (substring istring 1
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(length istring))))





;;; (replace-words string-list &optional check-phrase)
;;; Replace words uses template matching to find
;;; recognized words or word patterns in the query.
(defun replace-words (string-list &optional check-phrase) 
(cond ((null string-list) ())
( (null check-phrase)
(let ((phrase (assoc (car string-list)




















(nthcdr counter check-phrase) 
(replace-words (nthcdr counter
string-list))) 
(append (list (car string-list)) 
(replace-words (cdr string-list))
) ) )
(cond ((symbolp (car sub-phrase))
(setf completed 't)
(setf good-phrase 't))
((and (equal (car sub-string)
(car sub-phrase))) t) 
(t (setf completed 't)
)) )) 
) )
;;; END of PARSER.LSP
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;;; FILE: PRESENT.LSP DATE :3-3-93
/ f t
;;; PRESENT contains the code and forms needed to present
;;; the data provided by the solver to the user.
(in-package "USER")
;;; PRE
;;; (pre object) presents the information found in object 
;;; using the presentation format if available.
/ / f
(defun PRE (object)















(do ((line-counter 0 (incf line-counter)))
((or (null data) (> line-counter
(- *screen-lines* 3))) 
(and (or (format * standard-output*
"~%Press return to continue") 't) 
(setf *timer-user* (append
(list (list 'PRE (timel
(read-line *standard-input*
' 0 't) ) ) )
*timer-user*))
(format *standard-output* "~50%"))) 
(mapcar #'(lambda (X Y)
(format *standard-output* X Y)) 
(caddr present) (car data))




(format *standard-output* "~%~%Press return to continue.") 
(setf *timer-user* (append (list (list 'PRE
(timel (read-line *standard-input* '() 't))))
*timer-user*))
)
;;; END of PRESENT.LSP
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FILE: PROPOSER.LSP DATE: 2-8-93
PROPOSER contains the rules for proposing solutions to 
queries on the blackboard.
[in-package "USER")
Define queries that have a preprogramed solution.
Used for common questions.
(defvar solutions
'((soil (where_is XXX located) (location XXX))
(soil (located XXX) (location XXX))
(soil (where_is XXX) (location XXX))
(sol2 (what_is quantity on_hand XXX) (boh XXX))
(sol2 (what_is quantity XXX) (boh XXX))
) )
PRO
(pro level # object) creates an object on level 3 with 
the proposed solution (if any) found.
[defun PRO (object-level task object)
(let ((temp-solution '()) )
(cond ((equal 1 task)





(propose object) calls the soluiotn proposer for the 
internal query representation.
(defun propose (object)
(solution-prop (slot-value object 'query-rep) ))
SOLUTION-PROP
(solution-prop query-rep) checks each solution known 
in "solutions" against the query.
(defun solution-prop (query-rep)
(remove-if #'null
(mapcar #'(lambda (X) (check-query X query-rep)) 
solutions)
) )
t t t 
/ / /
CHECK-QUERY
(check-query solution query) starts the check of the
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;;; query against the solution porposal.
/ / /
(defun check-query (solution query-rep)
(comp-lists query-rep (cadr solution)
(car solution) '()))
COMP-LISTS
(comp-lists query-list sol-list sol value) checks the 
solution element by element with the query to find a 
match.
(defun comp-lists (query-list sol-list sol value)
(cond
((null sol-list)
(append (assoc sol solutions) (list value))) . 
((null query-list) '())
((equal (car query-list) (car sol-list)) 
(comp-lists (cdr query-list) (cdr sol-list) 
sol value))
((equal (car sol-list) ’XXX)
(comp-lists (remove-if #'stringp query-list) 




;;; END of PROPOSER.LSP
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FILE: RESOLVER.LSP DATE: 3-15-93
RESOLVER contains the code to process a set of 
sub-query solutions and present a solution.
(in-package "USER")
GOOD-PARENT
(good-parent ancestor child) It's necessary to find 
out if an object descended from a particular query or 
sub-query. Since a solution can be formed by several 
methods, we just keep searching until we find it or 
reach the start.
(defun good-parent (ancestor child)
(cond ((null (slot-value child 'parent-object))
' 0 )






;;; (res objects) gathers all the data from the solution








(slot-value (cadr X) 'sol-prop)) 
(get-objects 3))))
(level-3-needs (cadr level-3-solution))




(if (good-parent (cadr X) (cadr Y))
(nsubst (cadr Y) X level-3-needs
:test 'equal))) objects))
level-3-needs)
(setf solution (append solution level-3-needs))
(setf solution (eval solution))
(mapcar #'(lambda (X)
(make-bb-object 'level-6 nil X)) 
solution)
) )
;;; END of RESOLVER.LSP
FILE: SOLVER.LSP DATE: 3-1-93
SOLVER attempts to match data on level-5 with data 
requirements in the proposed solution.
(in-package "USER")
;;; Define the presentation formats of known queries.
(defvar *present-solutions*
'((soil ("~%You have asked ~A.~%"
"~%Bin Location Product Description~%"
("~A" " ~A~
a ii
;sol2 ("~%You have asked ~A.~%"
%Quantity on Hand Product DescriptionII ~ S-1II.




(sol level object) simply traces the lineage of the 
object to find the origional proposed solution.
(defun SOL (level object)














;;; END of SOLVER.LSP
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FILE: TRIGGERS.LSP DATE: 3-1-93
TRIGGERS contains all of the triggers used by the 
Blackboard control mechanism to determine which 
knowledge source to execute.
(in-package "USER")
;; Define the triggers to evaluate on each cycle, 






'(int par pro dat imi sol pre adh com res))
;; Define and initialaize the counters to keep 






(mapcar #'(lambda (X) 
(list X 0 0)) 
knowledge-sources)))
(if (null *avg-trig-time*) 
(setf *avg-trig-time* 
(mapcar #'(lambda 









;; This simple trigger initiates the interface KS 
;; whenever the top level of the blackboard is empty.
r r
(defun interface ()
(if (null (get-objects 1))
(pushnew









(if (and (not (null (get-objects 1)))
(null (get-objects 2)))
(pushnew




;;; The Proposer checks the second level of the blackboard 
;;; for unexamined objects. If new objects are found, the 
;;; KS triggers to try and propose solutions.
(defvar *pro-objects* '()) ;; Examined objects
(defun proposer ()
(let* ((pro-objects (set-difference (get-objects 2)
*pro-obj ects*))) 
(setf *pro-objects* (get-objects 2))
(cond (pro-objects
(loop for query in pro-objects do 
(setf trigger-list 
(cons
(list 'PRO '(quote level-3) 1 
(cadr query) ) 
trigger-list))))




;;; The Adhoc trigger checks the proposed solutions placed
;;; on level 3 of the blackboard. If the proposer was
;;; unable to propose a solution, the ADHOC KS is
;;; triggered.
(defvar *adhoc-objects* '()) ;; Previously checked objects
(defun adhoc ()





(slot-value (cadr X) 'sol-prop)) 
adhoc-objects))
(setf *adhoc-objects* (get-objects 3))
(if (member 'nil proposed-queries)
(loop for query in proposed-queries 
do
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(pushnew 1(ADH ) trigger-list)))
) )
COMPLEXQ
One of the most complex triggers, Complexq looks at 
objects on two levels of the blackboard. Level three 
objects are checked to see if no solution is supplied 
and, level six objects are checked to see if no 
solution was produced.
(defvar *complexq-objects' 0 )
(defun complexq ()
(let* ((complexq-objects






















(if (not (null (slot-value (cadr X)
'solution)





(if (member '() proposed-queries :test 'equal) 
(pushnew 1(COM) trigger-list))
(if (member '() solutions :test 'equal) 
(pushnew '(COM) trigger-list))
Determiner looks for proposed solutions on 
If solutions are found, the DAT KS is 
triggered to see which database can supply the needed 
data.








(setf *datadet-objects* (get-objects 3))
(if datadet-objects
(pushnew '(DAT 'level-4 1 (get-objects 3)) 
trigger-list)))
) IMITEMLO
Imitemlo is the trigger for the data source associated 
with the imitemlo database.









(append (slot-value (cadr X)
'data-req) X))
level-4-objects))
(setf *imi-objects* (get-objects 4))
(cond ((assoc 'imitemlo object-desires)







The Solver trigger examines the fifth level of the 
blackboard for solutions to place on the final level 
of the bb.
(defvar *solver-objects* '()) ;; Previously examined
;; objects.
(defun solver ()









(if unconsidered ; objects 
(mapcar #'(lambda (x)
(pushnew






Presenter scours the lowest level of the blackboard 
for presentation ready objects.
(defvar *presenter-objects* '())
(defun presenter ()
















;;; The most complex trigger, resolver must determine when
;;; a complex solution is being built and when all of the
;;; necessary data has been gathered.
(defvar *resolver-needs* '())
(defvar *resolver-running* '()) 
(defvar *resolver-3-objects* '()) 
(defvar *resolver-6-objects* '()) 
(defvar *resolver-haves* '())
What parent
objects are part of the 
solution
Are we looking for 
final data?
; Previously examined 
; on level 3
; Previously examined 
; on level 6









(needs (mapcar #'(lambda (X)
(slot-value (cadr X) 'sol-prop)) 
unconsidered3))





(setf *resolver-3-objects* resolver-3-objects) 
(setf *resolver-6-objects* resolver-6-objects) 
(if (member 'COMP (mapcar #'car needs))
(and (setf *resolver-needs*
(cadr (assoc 'COMP needs)))
(setf *resolver-running* 't))
)





(good-parent (cadr X) object)) 
*resolver-needs*))
(if (member 'T parents)
(setf *resolver-haves* (append
(list (car unconsidered6)) 
*resolver-haves*)))





















" The most celebrated of the giants was Mimer, who 
does not appear, however, to have partaken of the evil 
nature of his brethren. He possessed a well, situated 
under that one of the three roots of the great ash, 
which stretched out to the land of the giants. Wisdom 
was said to be hidden in it, and Mimer was the wisest 
of all beings because he drank daily of its water.
One day Odin went there, and begged permission to 
quench his thirst, but Mimer would not allow him to do 
so until he had left one of his eyes in pawn. 
Afterwards, he was in the habit of repairing thither 
every morning to drink.
Mimer having been left by Odin as hostage with 
the Vaner, they cut off his head, and sent it back to 
Asgard. Odin, by means of his magic art, Seid, 
embalmed it, and, having pronounced Runes over it, 
consulted it ever after in all difficult cases. "
More modern sources give the spelling as Mimir.
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